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ABSTRACT
Thailand has had a long history of economic development. In recent years,
Thailand began to focus on economic development initiatives a local level. The
implementation process has been slow, but the introduction of social enterprise programs
has proven a promising strategy in local economic development. Successful examples of
economic development can be found in Thailand wherein this paper argues through
collaboration between government agencies and local communities lies the key to
success.
Qualitative techniques including a two months of fieldwork in Thailand, first hand
observations, and appreciative inquiry interviews are used to analyze economic
development initiatives in the communities of the Phrae province in Northern Thailand.

Keywords: Phrae, local economic development, development initiatives, social
enterprise
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In a country already called ‘the land of smiles’, Phrae is a standout with a national
reputation for having the nicest people of all. The largely rural town and surrounding
province by the same name is located in mountains of the northern region of Thailand.
Straight out of my undergraduate studies, green, nervous, and traveling
completely solo for the first time, I uprooted and moved to Thailand on a five-month
teaching contract with a government elementary school. With very little knowledge of
anything related to Thailand or Southeast Asia, no information about what or where
‘Phrae’ was (or even how to pronounce it: like the English word “pray”), no teaching
experience of any type, and zero understanding of the Thai language, I headed to my new
home with an open mind and no expectations.
Admittedly, it was extraordinarily difficult at first for me to adapt. Trying to learn
my way around the town with no English signs or writing, figure out the local culture and
customs, and even just getting food to eat were all problematic tasks. Knowing of
restaurants or places to visit in a new area is desirable for any savvy traveler, however
these simple tasks are made much harder when the traveler has no local language
capabilities and almost no one in the town can tell you more than their name in English.
If this were the case anywhere else in the world, I feel my story would be quite
different. Phrae, however, welcomed with me with open arms as if I were a distant family
member visiting after long being apart. Because Phrae hardly ever appears on a travel
itinerary, they get few tourists and almost no Western visitors. This has left them
1

relatively isolated and more true to traditional Thai culture than most communities in
modern Thailand. However, I would not describe Phrae people as detached. If anything,
their isolation from western influence has only made Western culture more intriguing and
most residents are well versed in world news, sports, and pop culture. This made the
arrival of a new Western English teacher all the more exciting for the locals, as well as
myself. While I may have been exciting in my own way to the Thai people, Phrae opened
my eyes to the real struggles, development, and prosperity of a Thai city. With a long
history of a province on the fringes of combating kingdoms, Phrae has managed to keep
its roots as an agricultural, industrial (National Statistics Office 2017), and independent
community of humble and modest people. It has managed to embrace technologies of the
20th century and influences of the global community, all while holding onto and
embracing their own old traditions. Today there may be Dairy Queens and a 7/11
convenience store on many corners, but the historic district of old teak houses and royal
palaces is appreciated and well maintained as the pride of the city. Traditional
celebrations and holidays occur in the historic district near the sacred temples and other
culturally important buildings. While the celebrations may look wild and chaotic, their
cultural and social significance is taken seriously and are passed down by generations.
Thailand is far behind the other members of the Association of South Eastern
Asian Nations (ASEAN) when it comes to English and is rapidly trying to improve this
situation as English is ASEAN’s official language. The country desperately wants its
young people to learn English, but almost none of the available teachers can speak the
language let alone teach it. It would be as if an American school tried to learn and teach a
language like Arabic, with a different grammatical structure, alphabet, numeric system,
2

and tenses, all from books without ever having heard the words pronounced aloud.
Unsurprisingly, my American accent was viewed as an extremely valuable asset for the
local school.
Though Thais are not given to the strong expression of emotions, it was obvious
from the interactions I had within the community that they appreciated my efforts to
assimilate and my commitment to my students and the school. Without actually
experiencing or understanding the nuances of Thai culture, it is hard to put into words the
local attitudes and environment I grew to love so much. The Thai greeting to ask ‘How
are you?’ of คุณสบายดีไหม, read Sabaii dee mai does not only mean to ask about one’s
day, but literally translates to ‘Are you happy?’. Where in the US it is almost a formality
and a generic response like ‘I’m good’ is the expected response, in Thailand this is asked
as a genuine question and an honest answer is often given. The communal happiness is
viewed more important than that of the individual, and Phrae people want the community
to be well as a whole.
Never did I expect to fall so much in love with a tiny town in the mountainous
jungles of Northern Thailand. What was supposed to be five months unexpectedly turned
into over two years in which I was only called back to the US by my mother and
university studies. I made ever-lasting bonds and gained a new home and community
with those kind Phrae people I now call by family names. If I have not made it clear
already, Phrae holds a special place in my heart and returning there struck me as an
obvious and promising possibility for my thesis research.
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1.2 Research objectives
Being one of the only countries in Southeast Asia never to have been colonized,
Thailand is distinctive as a developing country but it also shares many similarities with
the developing world. I chose to research Thailand for this reason, and because it
exemplifies both successful and unsuccessful development initiatives. My research aimed
to complete a literature review of current discussions in international economic
development (ED) research journals followed by two months of fieldwork in Thailand in
order to better understand economic development at the local level.
To date, there has been much more research focused on the national and
international scale of development efforts in the developing world, whereas this research
examined the grassroots scale. The objectives of the literature review are to develop a
general understanding of international economic development, identify initiatives being
implemented in local areas internationally, identify common themes across discussions in
the existing literature, and identify gaps found in the literature where a beginning
researcher might make a contribution.
1.3 Research questions
(1) Based on a combination of literature review, data analysis, and qualitative
field research, are there examples of successful local economic development initiatives
being implemented in the Phrae Province of Thailand?
(2) Is the success of these initiatives tied to the distinctive people and government
of Thailand or are there lessons from the Phrae Province that could potentially be applied
elsewhere in the Developing World?
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(3) Are there lessons that can be learned from Phrae about economic development
that could potentially be applied to rural communities in developing regions of the US,
such as Mississippi?
1.4 Methodology and sources of data
This research followed a mixed-methods approach to accomplish its objectives
and goals. Preliminary research collected secondary and archival data through existing
literature. Early data sets aided in gathering general information about Thailand and its
provinces and acted as a guide for designing the fieldwork and case study conducted later
on. Secondary data sources were used to accomplish the descriptive design portion of this
research. The quantitative methods of descriptive statistical analysis were used in tandem
during early stages of research for developing data sets, used in finding basic information
on the economic development progress of Thailand and the province of Phrae.
A preliminary review of documents about economic development in Thailand
revealed a strong emphasis on the theory of “social enterprise,” which was confirmed by
later field work in the country. In fact, social enterprise is the currently dominant model
of local ED in the country.
Social Enterprise is a relatively new theory and therefore has yet to establish a
succinct and universally agreed-upon definition. In a capitalist system, there exist two
extremes of corporate entity types ranging from the profit-maximizing model of business
to non-profit organizations. Their purpose and goals then also range from working to
increase the value for shareholders, to focusing solely on fulfilling social objectives. A
‘social business’ lands somewhere in between the two, borrowing aspects from both
models (Yunas, Moingeon, and Lehmann-Ortega 2010). The concept of a social business
5

has grown in popularity globally over the past few decades, but the terms ‘social
entrepreneur’ and ‘social enterprise’ now used to describe the phenomena are relatively
new (Kerlin 2010).
Social enterprises have blurred the lines of traditional businesses, NGOs, and
government sectors. As result, ‘social enterprise’ can be difficult to define. Largely
because of the rapid growth and evolution of the concept in recent years, multiple
definitions have been proposed and used in practical application. The Social Enterprise
Alliance uses this definition: “Organizations that address a basic unmet need or solve a
social or environmental problem through a market-driven approach” (Social Enterprise
Alliance 2019). Social enterprises are also defined as “an organization that aims to
achieve both financial and social objectives” (Doherty, Haugh, and Lyon 2014).
Put another way, social enterprises are organizations engaging in business that
simultaneously generates a profit while also achieving a social impact (Newman et al.
2015). In this regard, social enterprises differ from the traditional business model that
aims mainly to maximize shareholder profits while also differing from the non-profit
organizations that rely on grants or donations. The financial income of social enterprises
relies on commercial services and products, then uses this income to improve the wellbeing of people in the community (Napathorn 2018). This duality of goals has resulted in
social enterprises to be viewed as hybrid organizations (Newman et al. 2015).
Social Enterprise Alliance describes a spectrum of social enterprises and
recognizes three general social enterprise models: (1) Opportunity Employment:
organizations that employ people who have significant barriers to mainstream
employment, e.g., Goodwill Industries, Greyston, Bakery and Nisolo; (2) Transformative
6

Products or Services: organizations that create social or environmental impact through
innovative products and services, e.g., Benetech, Growing Sound, and Soles4souls; and
(3) Donate Back: organizations that contribute a portion of their profits to nonprofits that
address basic unmet needs, e.g., Everly, The Thx Co. and Songs Against Slavery (Social
Enterprise Alliance 2019).
The hybrid nature of social enterprises that work to achieve both goals at the same
time is described as the main obstacles to successful operations. For some observers, the
hybrid nature that social enterprises use as their business model is paradoxical in that a
business pursuing social benefits without the goal of profits seems inherently to go
against the normal financial objective of businesses (Pontikes 2012). On the other hand,
the social objectives of a social enterprise can also help facilitate access to financial
resources, which facilitates achieving their social goals and so on (Napathorn 2018).
To overcome the challenges of the hybrid model, some social enterprises have
decided to partner with other social enterprises. This has been observed in both
partnerships within the same industries and also across industries. These partnerships
provide an opportunity to maximize their own returns and achieve the social goals while
also achieving the goals of their partners (Di Domenico, Tracey, and Haugh 2010).
Partnering social enterprises can also use the relationship to access resources in the
external environment (Doherty, Haugh, and Lyon 2014). This is to say they use their
social goals as a source of ‘legitimacy’ to external parties, and that in turn helps facilitate
their own access to financial or human resources (Dart 2004).
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Qualitative techniques used the case study design to conduct fieldwork in the
Phrae changwat. In-depth interviews were conducted to understand what a village is
doing in ED, what it has done in the past, and what has been successfully implemented.
Interview techniques replicated from previous research followed the appreciative inquiry
(AI) method as it was decided most appropriate for the completion of this study. The case
study provided the means and setting to collect my primary data. Primary sources
included interviews and observations during fieldwork and were used prior to and during
the case study.
1.5 Terminology
Thailand is a complex country made up of 76 provinces. Each province is
distinctive in culture, history, and local identity. The country can, however, be organized
into six general regions. These are regions are simply referred to by their geographic
location, i.e., northern, northeastern (often also called isaan), central, eastern, western,
and southern regions. Though the names imply that simply the location is the defining
feature, the regions can viewed as different as New York from Mississippi in the U.S.
Each of these regions shares different histories, cultures, dialects, customs, industries, and
even sometimes language. The focus of this research is the northern region, which is
made up of nine mountainous provinces wherein the study area selected for this research
is located. As previously mentioned, this location is the Phrae province or changwat in
local terminology. A changwat, or province, is generally equivalent to the size of a
county in the U.S. however with the political powers and identity more akin to that of a
U.S. state. Even within, each changwat could be considered as different as each U.S.
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state. Their changwat identity is the way in which Thais describe themselves, their home,
and what is listed on their license or ID card.
Each changwat is then broken down into amphoes or districts. This could be
considered similar to a county in the U.S., however on a much smaller scale in terms of
land and population. Lastly, each amphoe is broken into different tambols. A tambol
would be similar to describing a city or village in the U.S. although again normally on a
much smaller scale. Muang is then used for the largest city in population, economy, and
importance in each changwat and is designated as the muang amphoe. In comparison to
the U.S, the muang could be similar to the capital of a state and its surrounding suburbs.
Muang is not an easily translated word, as it can be used at multiple levels. It is a word to
put in front of a location to designate it in the Thai language as a city, however muang
can also refer to the most important city of an area, amphoe, or changwat. For example,
the study site is in the Phrae changwat, in amphoe Phrae, and specifically in the muang
Phrae. The main area is generally named the same thing down to the local areas. So
technically it would be described as Muang Phrae, of Amphoe Phrae, of the Phrae
Changwat, which would be the same as saying Hattiesburg of Forest County, in
Mississippi. Saying all of that is a mouthful however, so if I wanted to specify the main
city in the main district of a province, I would simply say Muang Phrae.
1.6 Location and study site
Conducting research in Thailand requires working in an environment different
from those in western developed countries. Western policies and ideals often do not
parallel those of eastern countries. In the course of my research, for example, I realized
that Buddhist ideals and communalistic mindsets are set deep in the Thai culture and hold
9

a strong influence even on ED practice. There is also relatively little research published
in English that addresses ED in Thailand at the local level.
While Phrae is unknown to most outsiders and overlooked by the country’s main
industry of tourism, Phrae is a relatively prosperous changwat. In 2012, the National
Statistics Office reported the average monthly income of a person living in the muang,
about 12,692 THB ($368 USD) per person, was above national average when compared
to other changwats of similar size and composition (National Statistics Office 2012).
Phrae has only improved and Phrae’s official website reported the unemployment rate in
Phrae is under three percent (National Statistics Office 2018) and the average monthly
income has increased to 19,850 THB ($623 USD) as of 2017 reporting (National
Statistics Office 2017). A province succeeding without one of the nation’s most
prominent industries offered a promising location to research other ED initiatives.
Up until about 40 years ago, teak tree logging and agriculture were the main
industries of Phrae, however deforestation resulting in teak tree conservation laws, and
urbanization trends have changed this in recent years. Although the changwat is still
famous for its teak products, current industries revolve around agriculture, small
manufacturing, and local businesses such as the sewing and dying of the famous mahome
fabric for which Phrae is nationally known (Townsend and Suwanik 2016). Recently
Phrae’s workforce was reported as: (1) service 17.9 percent; (2) farming and agriculture
39.9 percent; and (3) skilled trades 15.8 percent. The main types of careers were reported
in: (1) manufacturing 15.9 percent; (2) farming 42.4 percent; and (3) retail 12.4 percent
(National Statistics Office 2018).
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Phrae has a land area of 6,539 square kilometers (about 2,525 square miles). By
comparison, Forrest County, Mississippi has a land area of 1,207 square kilometers (466
square miles). The surrounding mountains define Phrae’s borders, but flat plains are
found in the middle. Land topography and historic settlements of the changwat
influenced the majority of Phrae’s population to be located in or near this flat area, which
is now considered the muang amphoe. Historic kingdoms and the inhabitants of this area
built ancient city walls that still define the main area of the muang today. Though its land
area is above the average of Thai provinces, its population of 454,083 people makes it
48th of 76 total provinces and 57th in population density (National Statistics Office, 2018).
The Phrae changwat is surrounded by five other changwats and is about 3 hours drive
from the nearest large city of Chiang Mai. There is limited access to and around Phrae
due to the mountainous geography and the minimal highway infrastructure of the
northern region, however smaller roads leading into each surrounding changwat making
passage possible (Townsend and Suwanik 2016).
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CHAPTER II – LITERATURE REVIEW: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE
CONTEXT OF THAILAND
2.1 Economic development in general
Economic development (ED) is a dynamic process that represents the overall
growth and improvement of current economic conditions distributed to all those within.
Objectives of ED imply a transformation of the economy that has positive consequences
for local employment, income levels, and quality of life (Todaro and Smith 2014). As
countries and governments have developed over time, so has the desire to increase and
grow their economy.
Economic development can be described as the process of creating wealth
through human capital and financial capital, and through the mobilization of physical and
natural resources to generate marketable goods and service (Swanger 1991). It has also
been described as a result in that ED innately should imply a transformation of that
economy, with positive outcomes for local employment levels, wage levels, along with a
wide variety of quality of life improvements (Miller 2017). Regardless of the exact
definition, ED typically can be described in terms of the creation of jobs and wealth, and
the improvement of quality of life. ED is almost always discussed as a process, in which
continuous growth and restructuring of an economy serves to enhance the economic wellbeing of a community (International Economic Development Council).
For the purpose of this research, ED will be defined as “a process that influences
growth and restructuring of an economy to enhance the economic well-being of a
community” (International Economic Development Council 2019). Economic
12

development should also advance a community toward three major goals: (1) Increase the
availability and widen the distribution of basic life-sustaining goods such as food, shelter,
health, and protection; (2) Improve levels of living, including higher incomes, providing
more jobs, better education, and greater attention to cultural and human values, all of
which should not only to enhance material well-being but also aim to generate greater
individual and national identity; and (3) Expand the range of economic and social choices
available to individuals and nations and decrease dependence on other people or nations
(Todaro and Smith 2014).
2.2 History of Thai government
The Kingdom of Siam formed around the 11th century and its borders have
changed throughout its history. The Thai government has historically seen more
institutional and structural changes than most other countries. The royal family originally
reigned over the Kingdom of Siam as an absolute monarchy (De Beer 1978). After
hundreds of years of the same family ruling the country, in 1932 a military group wanting
a more democratic system pushed the King to grant the first constitution to the people of
Siam in one of the earliest of many coup d’états Thailand has experienced. The forced
introduction of the constitution put an end to the absolute monarchy and began the
transition of power away from the royal elites and towards a more democratic system (De
Beer 1978). Even after many decades, however, the transition away from the monarchy is
still seen as ongoing and has been a slow and unstable process.
The instability of the Thai government system has resulted in multiple conflicting
political groups continually maneuvering for support and fighting for governing power
(De Beer 1978). Since the original restructuring, the Thai government has experienced
13

changes ranging all the way from being a military dictatorship to the opposite end of the
spectrum when they were considered an electoral democracy. Today the Thai government
is considered a constitutional monarchy, though it has frequently switched between
different military juntas who forcibly have taken over power and parliamentary
democracies voted in after the coup d'état. The current sitting prime minister of Thailand
is not an elected official, but rather the military general who led the last coup d’état in
2014. Although elections were promised to be held soon after the junta was successful in
achieving their goal, the military has yet to follow through and is still in power
(Townsend and Suwanik, 2016). Though the royal family no longer rules as an absolute
monarchy, the same family and their reigning monarchy have continued its lineage on
and exist today as the oldest continual monarchy in the world (Rossi 2012). Based on my
extensive interviewing, it was clear to me that the royal family still has significant
political influence and is still respected and influential with the Thai people.
2.3 Past economy and development
The Kingdom of Thailand was the only country in South East Asia to resist
Western colonialism or significant military occupation. This allowed Thailand to develop
uniquely in comparison with other Asian countries, and prior to the 1900s little change
occurred over centuries of time. The isolation of Thailand from the western world, or
most the world for that matter, allowed the country and culture to be able to develop its
own ethnicity, traditions, and religion.
The turn of the 20th century however, brought new financial opportunities and
technologies that Thailand could no longer ignore. Thailand was quickly recognized as an
attractive market place for foreign investors and trade due both to its geographic location
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and its regulatory environment. First, Thailand offers extensive access by sea, with most
the country’s borders being ocean coastlines. Thailand is located in one of the few areas
with access to both the Indian and Pacific Oceans, making it a promising distribution
base for the entire Mekong region, made up of the countries of Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia, and Burma or Myanmar. Secondly, Thailand was viewed favorably by foreign
investors due to the large market size of the country with relatively little government
interference in its economic market. Foreign investors and entrepreneurs enthusiastically
set up in the southern regions with ocean access, bringing Thailand permanently into the
global marketplace.
This new global factor brought along not only the financial means and technology
of the globalized world, but also the values and ideals shared throughout. Even though
the rapid influx of global influence and international trade provided Thailand with great
financial gains and economic development, as similarly experienced by many developing
nations, it did not come without consequences. Among many other aspects that came as a
result of international inclusion, income inequality, uneven development, conflicting
cultural imperatives, divergence from religious ideals, resource exploitation, and
contrasting politics have all arose and remain significant challenges for Thailand to
overcome (Niffenegger, Kulviwat, and Engchanil 2006).
2.3.1 Instability and outside influence
Following World War II, Thailand was caught between multiple spheres of
outside influence as part of the global fight against communism. Expanding economically
since the 1940s, Thailand also has experienced a polarization between the monarchy’s
royal elite and the common citizens of the rural countryside. Growing inequalities felt by
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those living in northern or rural areas are a large factor of the polarization, along with the
perceived disconnection of the Thai government and policies being made and sent
outwards from the southern capital city of Bangkok. This polarization grew extensively
and especially in sparsely populated northern regions (Rossi 2012).
Phrae was inhabited by a small number of Thai citizens living in the muang or
central city, and with its close proximity to the Laotian boarder, a mix of culturally and
ethnically diverse hill tribes dispersed throughout the surrounding mountains.
Exacerbating the division between the northern people and those in the south, the muang
inhabitants, who although legally had citizenship, often saw themselves ethically
different from Thai. Many living in the northern regions consider themselves decedents
of the Hmong, Lua, and Lanna cultures (Davis 1984; Delcore 2008; Rossi 2012). The
choa khao (local term translating to mountain people) among the hill tribes were even
further disconnected through different culture, religions, and language; so much so they
are ethnically not even considered Thai and did not have Thai citizenship (Delcore 2008).
The authoritarian government system had not been effective in sensing grievances
of the common peasant. There were no rightfully elected officials above the village scale,
and the village headman’s main responsibility was to represent the higher officials.
Transmitting local desires or petitions from below up to higher authority was not part of
the job description, and actual visits from high officials were rare. When communist
influences began to close in on the once-ignored northern areas, their dissatisfactions
became a serious concern (Central Intelligence Agency 1966). As citizens and the
government had continually grown apart, multiple coup d’état attempts occurred and
conflicting political parties formed and established themselves as a political presence.
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This polarization fully unveiled itself during the 1960’s when the Communist
Party of Thailand gained substantial support in the north and northeast regions. The
communist movement established the Maoist Peoples Liberation of Thailand, which
began declaring different areas of the north ‘liberated red villages’ (De Beer 1978;
Sathyawadhna 1991; Rossi 2012). From the years of 1961 to1965, communist insurgents
carried out 17 assassinations. Initially, they remained somewhat small in their subversive
acts. In 1965 however, full-scale guerrilla warfare could no longer be avoided after
militants began actively engaging with Thai military forces. In the following the years
after 1965, 25 violent incidents took place and the Community Party of Thailand began
much more elaborate operations of police and government ambushes.
In early 1966, a representative for the communist northern groups called for the
start of a "people's war" in Thailand. The statement caused the escalation of violence
across the countryside and increased numbers of both government personnel and civilian
were killed in conflicts (Central Intelligence Agency 1966). Guerilla warfare ensued over
the next few years between the villages and the Royal Thai Army in the northern regions
nearby the boarder of Laos.
The mountainous topography created difficult terrain for the Royal Thai Army to
operate, wherein the local inhabitants were able to move about it with ease and soon
gained the upper hand. Eventually the government saw a need to alter their efforts in
combating the communist insurgency and guerilla fighters. The Royal Thai Army then
introduced some of the original ED development initiatives in the north of Thailand
(Charoensin-O-Larn 1988; Rossi 2012).
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2.3.2 Early development projects
In what is now seen as a strategy by the Royal Thai Army, development projects
known as Accelerated Rural Development (ARD) were created, combining agricultural
and infrastructural projects to reduce poverty among the working class, and prevent rural
farmers from joining the guerilla forces (Charoensin-O-Larn 1988; Sathyawadhna 1991;
Rossi 2012). This strategy proved successful in the sense that the Communist Party of
Thailand ended their war efforts in 1982. Ex-fighters were granted amnesty and were
assimilated back into mainstream Thai society as participants in agricultural projects
(Rossi 2012).
Development efforts were not abandoned with the end of the war, and projects
continued with the objectives to reduce poverty, environmental degradation, monoculture
agriculture, and industry loss throughout Thailand. In addition, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), missionaries, Buddhist monks, and other international
organizations have also worked towards development and environmental protection
efforts. Arguably the most notable of these efforts were established by His Majesty King
Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand and other members of the royal family, and remain
most prominent today (The Office of His Majesty’s Principle Private Secretary 1982).
The royal family has funded a large number of rural development projects, and assumed
financial support and responsibility of existing ARD projects. These development
projects are now commonly seen throughout Thailand and referred to as ‘Royal Projects’
(Rossi 2012). As of today, over 4,000 royal projects have been distributed throughout all
76 provinces in Thailand (Townsend and Suwanik 2016).
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2.3.3 Royal projects and local perception
In Northern Thailand, early projects began with the primary goal of eradicating
the prevalent mountain crop of opium. These early efforts were successful through
establishing irrigation, which in turn gave farmers the means to cultivate alternative
agricultural crops such as rice. Current agriculture projects still continue, however, with
different goals such as discouraging monoculture agriculture that results in the slash and
burn of the countryside each year (Forsyth and Walker 2008). Other royal projects were
also implemented in health, education, and infrastructural development (Rossi 2012).
Royal projects have provided substantial development across the country, being widely
praised and viewed by locals with a sense of pride. Royal projects have even been made
into tourist attractions visited by both Thais and foreigners. This positive attitude,
however, is not univerally felt, and some royal projects are seen as part of a strategy to
quiet the economic discontent among inhabitants of rural areas and poor farmers (Declore
2000).
Rossi’s 2012‘Turning Red Rural Landscapes Yellow?’ researched current
opinions and perceptions of long-established royal projects. Rossi conducted a yearlong
case study in the Nan province of Northern Thailand. During this time, Rossi interviewed
multiple local farmers and individuals working in a town with an ongoing royal project
started from remnants of an ARD effort. Rossi also conducted similar interviews in a
nearby town with no such project in order to compare results. The development progress
of each area was analyzed to question whether the royal projects were actually the main
contributing factor to an area’s success.
Results from the case study found local opinions of the projects were mostly of
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disappointment. Rossi noted that a number of the projects in the area grew from wartime
strategy. Even though the projects were introduced as efforts for rural poverty reduction
and development, actual aims may not have had the local residents’ best interest in mind
as the providers of the projects had ulterior motives. The differences among the
stakeholders involved caused conflicting goals in the implementation and anticipated
outcomes. As a result, initiatives were often left incomplete, and land reforms left some
participants without property rights to the land. The royal project from this case study has
faced continual difficulties and backlash, but efforts still persist even with low opinions
of the project (Rossi 2012). Whether it is motivation to pursue success for the project and
village, or because locals have no other option, the Nan royal project continues on.
Discontent with royal projects is not only seen in Nan. Similar issues with other
royal projects can been found, particularly those located in rural areas. Historical origins
of other royal projects may differ, but conflicts between locals and the royal elites
implementing the projects seem to be a common theme. The majority of these issues stem
from the disconnect felt between the parties involved. Projects funded by the royal family
tend to be led by urban, educated, wealthy, and otherwise ‘elite’ officials from outside the
area. Farmers feel they are not being heard and are instead being told how to farm their
land by officials who have never worked in a field. Projects with these perceptions tend
show slow implementation or are discontinued completely due to farmers refusing to
work with the seemly condescending nature of these outsiders (Declore 2008).
However strong these arguments may be, the government’s original intentions
and portrayal of rural development for the poor should not be completely dismissed.
Rossi notes that his results are from a case study of a small area and not representative of
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all Thais. The case study found opinions of rural projects conflicting with those of the
national paradigm, however Rossi does not imply that this is a general consensus or that
the overall benefits have been anything but a significant force behind Thailand’s
development. The resulting benefits of irrigation, alternative agricultures, and urban
infrastructure cannot be dismissed, as the development progress has spilled over into
other areas, and is viewed as the base from which modern cities flourished in the north
(Rossi 2012). Current generations continue to reap the benefits and grow.
2.4 Recent economic development
In the early 1990s the newly formed Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) was showing strong potential with economies of member countries exhibiting
rapid growth. Economies within ASEAN were observed to be growing much faster than
the rest of the world and their share of the overall world’s economy was growing as well
(Hall 1994). In 1997, however, the East Asian Financial crisis began in Thailand and then
spread to other countries. Thailand’s currency, called the Thai Baht, crashed and caused a
domino effect in other countries. In the years following, the ASEAN countries faced a
heavy recession (Danju, Maasoglu, and Maasoglu 2014). The Asian economy has since
recovery and again experience rapid growth. However while they are still showing signs
of growth, the overall Asian market has seen a slowdown within recent years and
forecasts predict continual deceleration (Ramayandi and Suryana 2015).
Drastic changes are not new to this economy however, as Thailand has
experienced these over the past three decades. In response to the most recent crisis,
several reforms were implemented to ensure the future stability of economic development
and prevent future crises. One reform is the development of the export and tourism
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sectors that flourished after other industries crumbled as result of the crisis, and the other
more significant being the proposal for the Thailand to embrace a sufficiency economy
made by His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej during a (now famous) speech (Bunnag
2013).
With the exception of the financial crisis, sustained ED provided Thailand with
human development as well. This was experienced throughout the country as poverty
rates dropped from 42 percent in 1998 (National Economic and Social Development
Board 2012), to less than 12 percent of Thai citizens considered to be living in poverty by
the year 2012 (National Statistics Office 2012). While development and reduced poverty
rates show significant growth and should not go unnoticed, other less positive issues have
begun to take hold. In parallel with most developed countries that have experienced
economic growth, inequalities have arisen and now challenge Thailand’s future
development. Literature on this topic concludes that although economic growth leads to
reduced poverty at the national level, the same relationship is not experienced at the
provincial level and provincial disparities in poverty have continually increased
(Limpanonda 2015).
Political instability has not diminished over the recent decades and the disconnect
felt by the north to the royal government only grew. Efforts were made by King
Bhumibol Adulyadej to address this as seen in his now famous speech given after the
economic crisis of 1997. His Majesty’s speech introduced the sufficiency economy to the
Thai people and urged all to embrace its philosophy (Bunnag 2013). In hopes of
rebuilding the country’s economy and unifying the people The King introduced the new
economic doctrine. The speech stated that Thai individuals, families, and communities
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should focus on basic needs through their own production and consumption of local
natural resources, and discouraged investments in the global market (Kantabutra 2006;
Niffenegger, Kulviwat, and Engchanil 2006; Walker 2008).
2.4.1 Sufficiency economy
His Majesty The King declared that Thailand’s economic recovery and re-growth
would be achieved with the embrace of their new doctrine. The sufficiency economy has
been described as Thailand’s attempt to reformulate the Western capitalism, economics,
and ideals introduced through globalism and reapply Eastern cultural and religious values
into them with a modern context. Wherein 90 percent of the Thai population practice
Theravada Buddhism, religious ideals are unsurprisingly ingrained into every aspect of
Thai life (Walker 2008). The new doctrine was a divergence from the western values that
gained momentum prior to the crisis shown in Table 2.1 and that were largely blamed for
the country’s problems.
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Table 2.1 A comparison of conflicting cultural imperatives.
Image source: Niffeneggers, P., Kulviwat, P., Engchanil and N. 2006. Pp.404.
As a result, the sufficiency economy philosophy was derived with Buddhist
religious ideals. Thailand’s new economic doctrine shown in Table 2.2, encompasses
three main components of: (1) Moderation, (2) Reasonableness, and (3) Self-immunity
(Kantabutra 2006; Walker 2008) and two conditions of knowledge and morality
(Wanasilp and Tangvitoontham 2015). The sufficiency economy philosophy combined
ED practice with Buddhist philosophies of living (Wanasilp and Tangvitoontham 2015)
together to form economic strategies still encapsulated by a moral guide. Efforts from
Thai individuals, families, and communities were called on and would all be required in
the transformation to a sufficiency economy (Walker 2008).
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Table 2.2 Thailand’s philosophy of the sufficiency economy.
Image source: Wanasilp, W., Tangvitoontham, N. 2015. Pp 89.
The sufficiency economy philosophy stated that the basic needs of individuals and
communities should be met by focusing inward on their own production and consumption
of local natural resources and discouraging investments in the global market (Grossman
and Faulder 2012), like those in the recent past who faced the brunt of the impacts after
the 1997 economic crisis and experienced the most significant losses.
The first component of Moderation draws from Buddhist ideals and is used for
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reaching balance in life. In practice moderation stresses finding balance in life between
individual wants and desires and excess extravagance. It also should be used in finding
balance in nature between the meeting the needs of the community and over-extracting
resources from local environments (Wanasilp and Tangvitoontham 2015). Moderation
practiced in ED is suggested as well and used to govern businesses’ growth. After the
bubble economy and crash of 1997, Thailand urged moderation of growth and for
businesses to expand through natural growth rather than from surges in an inflated market
(Pruetipibultham 2009). The morals of this component grew out of the Buddhist ideals in
simplicity. Expanding on the cultural norm already in place, individuals embracing
simplicity should be content in life and without envy in mind they will work to create
only good things of a society (Wanasilp and Tangvitoontham 2015).
Reasonableness describes how the experience and knowledge gained throughout
life should continue to grow and accumulate within each individual. These lessons
develop mind capable of foresight in their making of decisions. The idea behind
reasonableness is a goal of holistic thinking by individuals to understand consequences of
actions in its full prior to taking action and to carefully assess risks and returns and
impacts on the community as a whole (Pruetipibultham 2009; Wanasilp and
Tangvitoontham 2015).
The first two components of the sufficiency economy doctrine were seen in use
when His Majesty The King delegated out new powers of governance. Instead of
enacting blanket laws for the country as a whole, His Majesty turned over responsibility
to the individuals living in the different regions. Moderation and reasonableness were to
be the drive behind decisions in new ED practices. The Buddhist ideals of reverence for
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nature were to guide governance over environmental protections and the power of selfregulating the use of local natural resources was turned over to the provinces (Walker
2008).
When the implications of a community’s progress have been experienced by
everyone and they are agreeably benefiting the community as a whole, the doctrine states
it then should pursue what it considers more advanced levels of economic development
based on self-immunity. The final component of self-immunity is the ability a community
has to withstand shocks and to cope with external forces without having to depend
heavily on help from the government or other individuals. To have self-immunity, one
must be prudent and employ forms of risk protection with tools like financial savings,
insurances, associations or community groups, and creating strong social bonds amongst
the community (Wanasilp and Tangvitoontham 2015). In other words, self-immunity is
similar to what we would consider resilience of an area.
The end goal of a sufficiency economy was described as not to be in the form of
wealth production or accumulation, but rather in the happiness of the Thai people
(Niffenegger, Kulviwat, and Engchanil 2006). Instead of policy or governance, individual
responsibility and the three components should guide economic choices. As The King
described in his speech, Thai people should produce enough to live on, while preserving
the integrity of nature. After seeing what could happen when an economy becomes too
dependent on the global market, investment into the cash economy was discouraged and
subsistence farming was promoted in the aim of self-reliance (Limpanonda 2015).
Buddhist ideals of reverence for nature were to govern environmental protection
and natural resources, wherein the governing power was turned over to the provinces
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(Walker, 2008). Conservation was expected to be the individual’s responsibility as
Buddhism says to ‘give more than one takes.’ As in many Eastern cultures, the concept of
karma was equally important. ‘Tam dee, dai dee’ a phrase translating literally to ‘do
good, get good’ had the basic meaning of if one is to do good deeds in favor of others,
they will receive good from the universe in return (Pornpitakpan 2000). Whereas many
people of the Western world know this saying as ‘treat others the way you want to be
treated,’ the Thai concept of tam dee, dai dee goes much further than just human
interactions. It is applied to animals, agriculture, weather, forests, and even thought. With
regard to this concept in the sufficiency economy, treating the environment with
reverence was to drive the conservation efforts of forests and natural resources
(Niffenegger, Kulviwat, and Engchanil 2006). The official motto of the sufficiency
economy was even adopted by Thailand of Yut lok roon, chai settakit po piang, or ‘Stop
global warming, use Sufficiency Economy.’ This was internationally recognized for the
positive environmental impacts that were viewed directed related to His Majesty’s
economic philosophy (Rossi 2012). In 2007 the United Nations Development Programme
declared the economic model to be a key tool for the social development of Thai society
(Noy 2011) and the sufficiency economy became the national brand of sustainable
development (United Nationals Development Programme 2007).
Despite the good intentions of The King’s efforts, and as with most governmental
policies of Thailand, discrepancies were found, especially in the economies of villages
and rural areas already deeply imbedded in the global market (Walker 2008). Following
ideals set by Buddhist theology, the sufficiency economy encouraged farms to
increasingly limit their participation in the commercial economy and instead practice
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subsistence agriculture. The recommendations coming from royal and elite officials in
large cities, however well intended it was, overlooked the fact that many local farms were
already deeply imbedded in the global market and had no desire to transition out of it
(Noy 2011).
Although not credited with the great successes or the large ideological shift the
King had originally hoped for, substantial growth can be credited to Thailand’s inclusion
of the sufficiency economy, and the Thai economy has since slowly regained its
momentum growing again to a global power after the financial crisis. Though the overall
Thai economy continues to grow, recently overall Southeast Asian economic growth has
slowed, wherein the growth of Thai economy has slowed as well. At the end of the 2015,
gross domestic product (GDP) growth remained below three percent, indicating that
Thailand, the second-largest economy in SEA, had performed as one of the worst in the
region (Serhat 2016) and has only dropped as most recent economic growth rates show
less than a one percent increase (National Economic and Social Development Board
2017).
2.4.2 Continued political turmoil
Further political polarization grew in the early 2000s between the royal elites and
the rural communities. The opposing movements soon resulted in the establishment of
parties and began ‘the Red Shirts vs. Yellow Shirts’ opposition. The so-called yellow
shirts movement (yellow being The King’s color) sought to restore and consolidate the
monarchy’s role in government. Stakeholders of the yellow shirts include the monarchy,
the state bureaucracy (often headed by aristocrats), and the military. The red shirts
movement (red being a representation of old communist ideals) seeks to decentralize the
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government’s power over to provinces, and for a separation of the monarchy from
government policy and decisions. Supporters of the red shirts are mostly made up of
individuals in rural areas, farmers, and areas associated with poverty (Phongpaichit and
Baker 2009; Rossi 2012).
The yellow shirts movement rose in opposition to the politician Thaksin
Shinawatra, and to his Thai Rak Thai (TRT) political party, which won the national
elections in 2001 and 2005 (Phongpaichit and Baker 2009). Thaksin openly opposed the
monarchy and its centralized power. Inequalities and continual negative experiences with
government agencies contributed to the popularity of Thaksin in rural areas, who offered
different types of development initiatives directed at those previously ignored (Rossi
2012). Programs such as debt reforms, the one-million-Baht program for rural
investment, and the 30-Baht universal health care were introduced during his time in
office and continued on even after (Townsend and Suwanik 2016). Yellow shirts
however, were not as enthused over the reformists’ programs and in 2006 accused
Thaksin of undermining the King (an illegal act), among a multitude of corruption
claims. These accusations spurred the coup d'état, which ousted Thaksin from office and
served as the defense that the military used to justify their actions (Connors 2008;
Ungpakorn 2007).
Turmoil settled and elections eventually were held to replace the military officials
temporarily holding office. Results of the 2011 election however, elected Thailand’s first
female prime minister and Thaksin’s younger sister, Yingluck Shinawatra.
Unsurprisingly, tensions between the movements again erupted in a violent repression of
the red shirts in Bangkok after their election victory. At that point, the Royal Thai Army
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began establishing its presence in the north under the pretenses of monitoring the socioenvironmental ‘good practices’ of northern royal projects (Rossi 2012).
Yingluck had held office for almost three years before the coup d’état of 2014 in
which the army again overthrew the elected officials and seized power. Yingluck was
forced to step down as the prime minister, and the position was then filled by army chief
general Prayut Chan-o-cha. The ruling junta promised to hold new elections, but wanted
to enact a new constitution beforehand. Government officials rejected initial drafts in
2015, but eventually an approved version of the constitution was accepted and was voted
in favor with 61 percent of the vote in the 2016 national election making it the 19th new
constitution of the Thai government (Townsend and Suwanik 2016).
The Thai government is still considered to be a constitutional monarchy, though
over the last few decades it has continually switched between a parliamentary democracy
and military juntas. Currently being closer to the latter of the two, the military general in
office has yet to hold the elections promised after enacting the new constitution. The
future of the Thai government is uncertain, especially after the recent death of their
beloved King.
As for the Thai people, the political turmoil is so constant that coups have become
an expected occurrence in which individuals have learned continue on with their daily
lives through each transition. Not to suggest that Thais are unconcerned with political
affairs or uninformed on the issues in their country, but many are disheartened by the
corruption and disregard for laws exhibited by their officials in government. Ordinary
citizens often do view their vote as a ‘voice to be heard’ because they do not trust that it
will legitimately be counted in elections.
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2.5 Sufficiency economy in practice
While the sufficiency economy may not have been universally viewed as a
success there have been many generally positive many great things occurred as a result of
it. The one million Baht program, OTOP, Universal coverage system and the 30 Baht
program, and social enterprises.
2.5.1 One Tambol One Product
A successful example of the sufficiency economic philosophy being used in ED
can be found in the OTOP program. Standing for One Tambol, One Product, tambol
(meaning community). This program assists local communities from private sector
businesses that that were making and selling products made from local resources and by
local workers (Curry and Sura 2007).
OTOP was implemented by the Thai Rak Thai party lead by Thaksin Shinawatra.
The OTOP program was modeled after the Japanese program OVOP (One Village One
Product). The Japanese program proved successful, but it took about 50 years for it to
fully take off. This was because OVOP was slowly implemented in small villages in
Japan first before being tried at the national scale. When OTOP was introduced in
Thailand, expectations were that results would be much quicker because the Thai
government has more authority implementing its policies. The first two years however,
were much slower than expected. There is hope though that with the new government, the
program will be made higher priority and grow quicker within the next three to four
years.
The original goal of OTOP was to help stimulate a slow economy. At the time of
the Thai Rak Thai party, local and rural economies were not doing well. The government
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officially declared a war on poverty and focused heavily on addressing the very lowincome communities. Their aim was to improve local economies and introduce them into
the national and global economy.
The Community Development Department of Thailand’s Interior Ministry
manages the OTOP program. The national government also allocates money to the
program to stimulate community tourism across the country. OTOP’s main source of
funding comes from local banks and the one million Baht program fund. As mentioned
earlier, the government also stimulates this program with government funds. As stated by
OTOP’s website, are five official goals of the program: (1) Create jobs and income for
low-income villages; (2) Create confidence among communities to think, do, and develop
their community; (3) Preserve traditional artifacts; (4) Preserve traditional traditions; and
(5) Encourage creative thinking on the development of their traditional products.
One product is chosen for each Tambol. How that product is chosen is based on a
star rating and works as follows: Five stars: 90 to 100 points and means the produced
qualifies for export. Four stars: 89-90 points and qualifies the product for further
development of both national and international sales. Three stars: 70-79 points is of
medium quality but the product qualifies for four-star development. Two stars: 60-69 and
qualifies for three star development. Also frequent inspections would take place. One
star: lower than 60 points and does not qualify for further development (Based on
document translations and interview with Jared Long 2018).
OTOP enterprises now have more than 10,000 different products from every
corner of Thailand and the total revenue from OTOP grew from $71.48 million Baht in
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2002 and reached $4.84 billion in 2005. OTOP has become a household word and their
products are popular in both domestic and international markets (Curry and Sura 2007).
2.5.2 Social enterprise
The concept and program behind social enterprises in Thailand was introduced in
2010 and has continually gained momentum. On June 13th, 2018 Thailand launched an
informational meeting to kick off the Social Enterprise program in Thailand. This
meeting was held in cooperation with The Ministry of Social Development and Human
Security and The Stock Exchange of Thailand.
The purpose of social enterprise in Thailand is to have not-for-profit businesses
that address social and environmental problems. The social enterprise model has grown
in popularity in many countries including Thailand. For example, in 2003, England had
5,000 social enterprises, however after receiving support from the government and public
social enterprises have increased in the country to over 100,000 within the past 15 years.
Thailand has always supported and encouraged social programs. The most famous
program was a Royal Project established by Her Majesty The Princess Mother
Rajawongse Sirikit Kitiyakara. The ‘Doi Tung Development Project’ was a program
based on coffee production to encourage an alternative livelihood for the chao kaho and
hilltribe peoples. The funding came from the Mae Fah Luang Foundation, also under
Royal Patronage and has been successful in creating jobs and products for more than 30
years.
In Thailand, the new concept of social enterprise is encouraged for the younger
generations of Thai that want to have their own business, land, and a business that not
only benefits themselves, but also addresses social and environmental issues. The Thai
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government, seeing the benefits of a program that improves businesses, promotes peace,
and benefits the local community and environment, launched the National Social
Enterprise Promotion Committee. They developed and implemented the Social Enterprise
Promotion Master Plan of 2010-2014 and in 2018 the government assigned the Ministry
of Social Development and Human Security to head up the Social Enterprise program for
Thailand.
The Social Enterprise model of Thailand has five goals of: (1) It will have the
goal of resolving social problems, benefit local communities, have a plan to make clear
and beneficial changes; (2) Be a profitable program in terms of money. Be able to sell
and service products for the continuation of the program; (3) Have a plan to follow up
with social issues. Be environmentally friendly and have a business plan for both sellers
and buyers; (4) Make sure profits come back to the community and are reinvested into
various areas of production, and continuous development of the local community; and (5)
Be upfront and honest with records that are easily accessible to government inspectors.
One of the challenges social enterprises face in Thailand is the required funding.
Funding is the main challenge of the growth of this new program. Currently the younger
generations show more interest in owning their own store or business. It was found that
the popular opinion is that they also want a business that profits those around them as
well. The hope is that businesses, communities, and the environment will be able to have
the same value chain. This would help a community make development more of a reality
as a whole than if only one organization were to accomplish this alone. Where and how
the programs will be funded is still in questions but they are optimistic in hoping a
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solution to funding will soon be addressed (Based on document translations and interview
with Jared Long and Udom Long 2018).
2.5.3 Tourism development
Globally tourism been seen as the ‘cure-all’ solution for economic development.
It can generate foreign exchange, employment and income growth for its citizens, and
bring countries into the international economic community. Unsurprisingly, developing
countries have turned toward tourism with aims to stimulate their own economy.
Capitalizing on their existing assets of cultural heritage, traditional ways of life, local
handcrafts, natural landscapes, and community hospitality, developing countries have
provided a distinctive market competing with developed countries. The costs associated
with tourism however must also be considered with regard to its economic impacts.
Negative social and environmental impacts are often associated with rapid growth
wherein the host communities often feel the largest effects (Huttasin 2008).
Impacts of tourism can be seen in Thailand’s popular capital of Bangkok, the
mountainous and sprawling beach regions of the south, the secluded island communities,
or the ancient ruins city of Ayutthaya where luxurious resorts catering to the needs of
wealthy foreigners have long been established since the 1980’s. Development of these
areas around the demands of tourism can be clearly seen in the western style shops,
foreign restaurants, shopping centers, and tour guide companies exist as far as the eye can
see (Kongtogeorgopoulos, Churyen, and Duangsaeng 2014). The differences in
development can be observed even in details of infrastructure with the existence of
sidewalks, closed and air-conditioned spaces, billboards, and transportation: all in stark
contrast to rural or northern city development.
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This development seen in tourist destinations of the south is not found in northern
or rural communities, though the tourism industry is increasingly pressuring these areas
to conform. While most communities welcome the new industry and its promising
benefits, they now do so with a more caution. The growth-at-any-cost policies that have
played out in the south have been observed and the quantity over quality ideals that
resulted in social, environmental, and cultural degradation of communities remains as a
stark reminder of the potential outcomes if not handled properly (Cohen 2008).
To avoid repeating the same mistakes made in the south, the Thai government
introduced the idea of community-based tourism (CBT). This was due largely in part of
rural communities who wanted to promote tourism in their communities without the
drawbacks of conventional mass tourism, along with the support of non-governmental
organizations (NGOs). Despite a variety of obstacles such as remoteness of locations,
insufficient knowledge or advertisement, lack of financial capital, inexperience with the
industry, and facing national policies that favored the large connected travel agencies,
many rural communities have prevailed. Not only have they succeeded in becoming a
popular destination for domestic and foreign tourists, but the communities have also
succeeded in shifting the ownership and control of the industry away from external
entities. Benefits are directed toward the local community members and localities now
have the capability of determining their own fate (Kongtogeorgopoulos, Churyen, and
Duangsaeng 2014). As in most determinations of what is considered success, the results
are debated and largely subjective.
When a community’s development or success was measured with strictly
quantitative methods or in absolute terms, very few communities, which had adopted
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strategies of the CBT approach, were considered successful. However, in literature using
more qualitative methods for determining success, however, opposite arguments were
found. In the research that considered factors such as net community gains of benefits,
and substantial community participation in the local industry, several communities could
then be considered a success.
It was also found that in these communities, the residents and participating
members were more likely to have their own perception of what determined ‘success,’
and communities with CBT often considered their achievements in their own local
progress as a success (Kongtogeorgopoulos, Churyen and Duangsaeng 2014). Though
this may not contribute to the consensus of how to define to success, it does contribute to
local perceptions of CBT strategies by portraying it in a positive light, therefore making it
more likely to be an approach considered by potential future communities seeking
tourism.
Several hill tribes and mountain communities have also taken up the opportunity
for tourism to bring in extra income. Some of the places most affected by the tourism
industry have been the rural mountain villages where hill tribes still live in traditional
ways. A village called Mae Aw Kuomintang, established by the Chinese political party
and communist political party from the 1950’s, has since become a popular tourist
destination. Similar to many northern Thai mountain villages, the Mae Aw Kuomintang
commercial economy began with the opium drug trade. Under the threat of deportation,
residents were forced to shift into more modern economic industries. Residents granted
safe refuge and land from these previous conflict areas became grateful to the Thai
peoples. Although the residents of the Mae Aw Kuomintang remained distinct in culture
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and practice, in an expression of their appreciation they renamed their city Ban Rak Thai
translating to “Thai Loving Home” (Lacher and Nepal 2010). Since this time, the village
transformed and grasped the developing tourism industry of the Thai nation to establish
itself as a permanent residence.
Another hill tribe example can be found in the Karen villages in the northern
region: illustrating how rural villages capitalize on their perceived isolation and
primitiveness. In the Karen tourist community, a woman from the village commented on
how if they were to get one or two Baht they could buy some pork or fish. However, if
there are days they were to get nothing, they simply have to go without. If this extends
longer than a day, they may not be able to see a doctor. They welcome the tourists as they
see the industry as an opportunity to gain extra income. With investments made in a
building or shelter tourists to stay and explore their village, they describe the results and
new industry as a good business they are happy to now have.
Even though the Karen developed infrastructure and markets for the tourists,
many were still unsure why the tourists were coming in the first place. Where they enjoy
the extra income and welcome foreigners, it was found that motives of tourists for
visiting their village remain a mystery to most villagers (Cohen 2008). In a similar case
study, another Karen man was said to have explained that tourists coming to their village
is basically like money coming into their village. While he, just as the other Karen, was
happy about the money, he further said that he did not know why the tourists were
coming (Conran 2006).
The influx of tourism and outsiders into their small communities has created an
unending interest into the western world and its culture. Lacher and Nepal (2010) argue
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that this has caused a commodification of local and cultural heritage. Ishii (2012)
counters by arguing that many of the hill tribes and local mountain groups have
successfully used community based tourism practices and have controlled their tourism
market to suite their own needs. While some may criticize the tourism as immoral or
unethical, Ishii, among many other tourism researchers, have found that the tribes
actually feel it is an opportunity to preserve their culture. Without the industry, they
would be left with limited options and most would likely be in old sectors like
agriculture. As commonly seen in many parts of the world, the younger generations often
leave their villages for further education or different opportunities. However with a
flourishing tourism industry, the areas are able to spend time teaching and passing on
their cultural traditions not only to the tourists but also to future generations. With the
financial gains and the younger generation sees a future potential of wealth with their
embracement of their culture and presence in the community (Ishii 2012).
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CHAPTER III – METHODOLOGY
3.1 Quantitative methods
At the beginning of this research I collected secondary data through literature,
Thai government records, journals, Human Development Index Reports, speech
transcripts, dissertations, and previous case studies. The secondary and archival data sets
were required for gathering general information about Thailand and its provinces. These
sets then acted as guides for designing the fieldwork and case study conducted.
Secondary data sources were used to accomplish the descriptive design portion of this
research. The descriptive method was used to find the ‘who, what, where, and when’ of
northern villages in Phrae. The information gathered from my literature review was used
to understand Phrae communities and their current economic development. This also
helped to identify the existing national ED initiatives as well as local ED initiatives in
Phrae.
Quantitative methods of descriptive statistical analysis were used in early research
where I began gathering data sets, and found basic information on ED of Thailand.
Human Development Index Reports, census data, Townsend Thai Project reports, and
The National Statics Office reports provided this information along with along with
compositions of demographics from each province. Though they did not represent
individual village data, data found in these sources provided a base set of indicators used
in determining the economic development progress of Phrae.
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3.2 Qualitative methods
This research used a mixed-methods approach to accomplish the objectives and
goals. To find relevant research models using qualitative techniques, I examined studies
mainly completed outside of Thailand. Based on my prior understanding of Thai culture
and society, I decided to emphasize appreciative inquiry (AI). The goal of using the AI
method is to find practical knowledge to help people in their everyday lives (Elden and
Chisholm 1993). Although previous research using AI methods to study development in
Thailand were not found, studies using these methods have been completed in other
developing countries.
AI methods were used in designing the structure of my interview conducted
during fieldwork. The AI method was first used in the field of organizational in the
1980’s (Cooperrider and Srivastva 1987). Within the last 30 years AI has experienced
rapid growth and has since been applied in the social science and development fields
including community development, education, and tourism (Jain and Triraganon 2003;
Cooperrider and Whitney 2005; Reed, Jones, and Irvine 2005; Preskill and Catsambas
2006; Koster and Lemelin 2009).
The growth of AI can be attributed to its adaptability in its application or practice
from and from its theoretical foundation. The process of AI is dynamic and adaptive and
one that emphasizes using innovative methods to study complex human environments
(Cooperrider and Whitney 2005; Watkins and Mohr 2001; Whitney and Trosten-Bloom
2003). In research by Nyaupane and Poudel (2011), researchers applied AI methods
while studying tourism of rural communities in the developing country of Nepal over a
one-month period in three communities. The Researchers found their use of AI was
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beneficial in conducting interviews and concluded that AI is a promising research method
that can be applied in rural other communities (Nyaupane and Poudel 2011). Micheal
(2005), found that the participants interviewed using AI methods were more eager and
open in their communication. Participants were also less defensive and fearful in
interviews where AI methods were applied and provided more spontaneous information
in comparison to normal interviews (Micheal 2005; Nyaupane and Poudel 2011).
AI emphasizes using affirmative approaches and a positive lens in the study of
human societies because these approaches are ultimately found the success stories of
people and communities. Simply put, AI seeks the best qualities of a community and
people instead of the shortfalls or problems (Cooperrider and Whitney 2005; Watkins and
Mohr 2001; Nyaupane and Poudel 2011). The AI method is a time-consuming process as
its success relies on the researcher’s understanding of communities’ social structure
including relationships, norms, taboos and conflicts. The researcher must have a vast
understanding of the socio-cultural, political, historical, and economic aspects distinctive
to a community (Messerschmidt, 2008). Efforts need to be made to build a rapport with
the community as well so members feel more comfortable sharing their knowledge
(Nyaupane and Poudel 2011).
I gathered that this method had been successful in rural and developing countries
and where the interviewer is foreign to the location. Being a foreigner in the locations for
the case study, interviewees may be reluctant to give certain details or information about
their community. AI-designed interview questions were used to overcome this challenge
by asking open-ended questions worded in a positive format. This design provided an
atmosphere where the interviewee was not fearful of losing face and did not make them
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feel pressured to discuss questions that may have made them uncomfortable to openly
talk about. Local translators were used to facilitate these interviews while also acting as a
mediator between the two cultures of the interviewee and interviewer. In situations where
the interviewee may not understand or trust the intentions of a researcher, accounting for
those cultural differences that could hinder communication during interviews was
imperative to the validity of the research process.
The participants of my interviews were stakeholders of development initiatives
from local communities in Phrae. The selection of individuals used the purposive
sampling technique and sought out government employees, local business owners,
highland community leaders, and local individuals associated with development
initiatives to interview. This technique facilitated more efficient use of my short twomonth fieldwork and was used to ensure the saturation of data collection. This also was
used to ensure a range of information and perception from the different communities
throughout Phrae. Local contacts also facilitated communication with individuals and
tribe members interviewed. These contacts acted as my representative and translator
while also providing a common individual known by each party that helped establish a
sense of trust.
3.3 Local contacts and informants
Gene and Mary Long moved to Thailand in the year 1978 with the goal of not
only finding, but also gaining the trust, and ultimately helping the isolated hunter gatherer
hill tribe to transition their way of life. The Longs arrived in Thailand as missionaries in
hopes of finding the MlaBri and translating the bible into their local language. They
studied feverishly and both learned the difficult Thai language. In doing so, Gene was
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able to identify a member of the MlaBri after he used the wrong tone for the Thai work
‘ear’. At the time the MlaBri were still mostly unknown and hiding from the Thai society
so identifying them was extremely difficult. For years after, the Longs worked at gaining
the trust of the MlaBri and slowly learned their language using different tricks and
furthering their interactions. In the many years the Longs have lived in the mountains
side by side the tribe, they have continually worked towards transitioning the MlaBri to a
more independent and a self-sufficient community. The Longs have never given up their
Christian mission, but they realized that the MlaBri had many more pressing issues along
with being reluctant in accepting new beliefs. The Longs continue work in educating
Christianity, but never did they force their beliefs. The Longs ‘lost’ their missionary
status and funding from their U.S. based church because they never held a baptism of a
tribe member and were considered to have failed as missionaries. Anyone who knows the
Longs and their work would adamantly disagree with the idea of their failure, given their
efforts to help the MlaBri along with so many others. The Long’s are well known by
locals and they are recognized nationally for their work with the tribe. Gene Long is even
currently one of the twelve finalists nominated for the 2019 Humanitarian Award in
Thailand.
I originally met the Longs while teaching in Phrae. A friend and fellow teacher in
Phrae had known the Longs through her father Dr. Tony Waters who had met them in the
1970’s during his time in Phrae as a Peace Corps volunteer. The Longs invited us to
spend the weekend with them at their home up in Huai Hom. As we talked, they
explained how they had had just gotten Internet in their home and were excitedly
messaging with their son living in the U.S. During dinner, we discovered we shared close
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connections to home in Wisconsin. Their son Jared lived in Wisconsin and had just
gotten a new welding job at a sheet metal factory up in Green Bay. In an unbelievable
coincidence, this happened to be the same sheet metal factory started by my great
grandfather! To keep a long story short, Jared worked with and soon became good friends
with my father. We all were able to meet when I came home for a visit and we have all
since become like family visiting and talking regularly. It was pretty incredible to be in
the middle of nowhere in the mountains of Thailand and to have that kind of connection
at home and really proves that it’s a small world.
Gene and Mary Long are known locally as Bunyuen and Wasana Suksaneh.
These are their Thai names and used by Gene as his official name on most government
documents today. These also are the only names Thais know the couple by so during
fieldwork the names Bunyuen and Wasana were used while speaking with locals. As a
fellow American and English speaker, however, I refer to them as Gene and Mary and
will do so throughout this paper unless a direct quote from an interview is used. This also
applies to the children that Gene and Mary raised in the village whom have both Thai and
English names. Their children Allen, Crystal, and Jared or and Udom, Fongchan and
Charoen all were raised and grew up with the MlaBri. Their daughter currently is a
lawyer in Bangkok and given Thai citizenship for her work and contribution to Thailand.
She is close with her family but I was not in contact with her throughout this research.
Allen Long - Udom Suksaneh - is the oldest and the only sibling who still resides
locally in Phrae. Udom was two years old when the Longs arrived in Thailand and was
the only one born on US soil. Udom is also the only member of the family whom I refer
to by their Thai name because he was introduced to me as Udom and only uses his Thai
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name as he is currently fighting a difficult uphill battle in hoping to gain Thai citizenship.
Udom is married to a local Thai woman who grew up in a small village near Huai Hom
called sugarcane creek and they have two children. I was connected with Udom originally
during my time in Phrae teaching English when I had one of his daughters as a student.
Udom manages the Yellow Leaf Hammock Company and is the mentor and helping hand
for many of the MlaBri in business, finance, and Thai interactions.
Jared Long - Charoen Suksaneh - is the second youngest child and was born in the
Huai hom village. He traveled to the U.S. for college where he met his wife. Jared
married and settled in Wisconsin where he currently resides working as a welder in Green
Bay. He and his wife have four children together. Jared has been invaluable in my
research as he has continually answered questions, translated documents, and gathered
data from his own local sources in Thailand. Though he lives in Wisconsin, Jared speaks
fluent Thai and MlaBri and has provided me a perspective different from those in
Thailand since he has experienced life in both cultures. The same can be said for his
parents Gene and Mary Long, however since Jared grew up in the MlaBri village,
experienced Thailand as a child and into his adult years, and then later moved to the U.S.,
he has provided me an interesting perspective distinctive to others.
Sumintra Suwannakad - Nickname Lim (pronounced more like Leem) - is a
student pursuing her Ph.D. in Philosophy of Development and Education at the
Srinakarinwirot Naresuan University - Pitsanulok. Lim also works full-time at the
Highland Peoples Development Center in Phrae. Lim was my host during fieldwork and
graciously invited me into her home with her husband and daughter. I shadowed Lim at
work most days at the development center and was privileged to travel along on their
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visits out to the various hill tribes of Phrae. Lim acted as my representative, translator,
and interview facilitator with all tribes and locals other than the MlaBri where Gene and
Mary were present. It would have been impossible to access some of the remote areas
without the help of Lim and the development center. Lim works tirelessly as a student,
mother, and full time development office employee and I cannot express enough
gratitude for her help. Lim went out of her way to connect me with locals and facilitate
interviews in which she would write and translate all in real time. Her work is often
thankless, but Lim continues on with a positive attitude and drive to help those less
fortunate.
Tony Waters, Ph.D – is Professor of Sociology at California State University –
Chico. In 2016 he and his wife, Dagmar Waters, found an opportunity in which they
moved to Thailand where he is now also faculty and professor in the department of Peace
Studies at the University Payap in Chiang Mai. He has also been guest professor in both
Tanzania and Germany. His interests have focused international development and
refugees after his former time in the Peace Corps and refugee camps in Thailand and
Tanzania. Waters joined the Peace Corps in the 1970’s where he was placed in Phrae
with the task of eradicating malaria in the area. During this time he came in contact with
the Long family in which resulted in lasting friendships between the families that
continues today. His daughter Kirsten is a close friend and was a fellow teacher I met in
Phrae. Through her, I was introduced to Waters who not only helped me with research in
grad school but was actually was the encouragement and reason in which I decided on
going to graduate school in the first place. Waters assisted me in writing my personal
statement and grad school application, and continued his help by providing contacts,
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literature, data, and access to Thai documents. He also assisted in person during my
fieldwork and met me in Phrae. Waters learned to speak Thai during his time in the Peace
Corps and accompanied me in Thung Hong where he facilitated and translated interviews
with locals in the Mahome Village.
Phrae Highland Peoples Development Center –
ศูนย์พัฒนาราษฎรบนพื้นที่สูงจังหวัดแพร่ – Is a government agency focused on social
development that works work the rural and low-income minorities of Thailand. There are
sixteen different highland development centers throughout Thailand with nine of the
centers located in the northern region. It is a nationally funded agency that distributes
welfare, offers development assistance, and provides first person observations used in
Bangkok.
The Highland Peoples Development Center has gone through multiple name and
organizational changes. As previously mentioned by Gene Long, it was originally known
as the welfare office. Along with multiple other titles, it transitioned into the Hill Tribes
Development Center. This title specifically including ‘hill tribe’ however limited the
office in its reach of who could receive help. The office changed to its current title of
Highland Peoples Development Center in order to include other groups such as the
Hmong whom are not considered a tribe but are still considered chao khao (mountain
people). With the name change, they were not limited to hill tribes and were able to
distribute welfare to any highland group.
The Phrae Highland Peoples Development Center (PHPDC) has fifteen full time
employees. They work with the four different minority ethnic groups in Phrae of Karen,
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Akha, Hmong, and MlaBri. The Karen hill tribe is the largest group of Phrae with smaller
populations of then the Hmong, Akha, and the MlaBri as the smallest community.
3.4 Interview questions คำถามสั ม ภาษณ์
1) โครงการอะไรบ้างที่เคยมีในบ้านนี้ เช่นโครงการหลวง ศูนย์วิจัย ศูนย์เรียนรู้
โครงการการเกษตร ฯลฯ
What government strategies have been implemented in this community? (E.g., Royal
Projects, research centers, learning centers, farm or agricultural education.)
2) โครงการดังกล่าว ได้ทำประโยชน์แก่ชาวบ้านในด้านไหนบ้าง
How do you think these projects have benefitted the community and people?
3) มีโครงการที่เกิดจากความคิดของชาวบ้านเองหรือไม่
Are there any local strategies or projects that have been implemented by the
community? (I.e., Grassroots beginning without outside help, such as NGOs)
4) โครงการอะไรบ้างที่เป็นผลดีต่อคุณภาพชีวิตของชาวบ้าน
Which strategies or projects do you think most significantly impacted the community
or improved the local quality of life?
5) ในอดีต ชาวบ้านเคยร่วมกันทำอะไรเพื่อช่วยเหลือกันและกัน เช่น
เอามือกันทำนาทำไร่
What has his community done in the past to help its residents? (I.e., old projects or
discontinued projects but non governmental)
6) ถ้าเทียบบ้านเรากับที่อื่น บ้านเราเคยทำอะไรที่ได้ความสำเร็จมากกว่าเขา
What has this community done successfully in comparison to others?
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7) บ้านเราดีกว่าบ้านอื่น หรือเท่ากัน หรือไม่เท่า อย่างไร
How do you view your community’s progress or development in comparison to
others in the area? (I.e., better or worse)
8) บ้านเราเคยเผชิญและชนะอุปสรรคอะไรบ้างในการพัฒนาตัวเอง เช่น ที่ดิน
ภาษา ประเพณีขนบทำเนียมที่ต่างกัน ขาดแคลนทรัพยากรธรรมชาติ
ยาเสพติดระบาด ไม่ได้รับความร่วมมือจากจนท. ฯลฯ
What challenges or barriers has the project or community overcome in the past? (E.g.,
settlement, language, cultural differences, lack of resources, corruption)
9) มีอะไรอีกบ้างที่บ้านเราสามารถร่วมมือกันทำเพื่อการก้าวหน้าทางเศรษฐกิจ
เช่น ยุทธศาสตร์ใหม่ทางด้านเศรษฐกิจ หรืออะไรที่เคยเห็นได้ผลดีในบ้านอื่น
What else do you think this community can do to further its economic development
progress? (E.g., new industry, strategies, or idea that you’ve seen in another
community)
10. จุดเด่นของบ้านเราคืออะไร ทั้งด้านการท่องเที่ยว ทั้งด้านเศรษฐกิจ
What do you think is the most outstanding aspect or draw of this community?
Extra Questions – คำถามเพิ่ม
1. ในความคิดของท่าน "การพัฒนาเศรษกิจ" หมายถึงอะไร
What does ‘economic development’ mean to you? (e.g., how would you define it?)
2. ในความคิดของท่าน "การพัฒนา" หมายถึงอะไร
What does ‘developed’ mean to you?
3. การที่บ้านเราพยายามพัฒนาเศรษกิจนั้น จะเสร็จสิ้นต่อเมื่อถึงจุดใด
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Is there an end point of goal at which you would consider your economic
development efforts successful?
4. ความฝันเพื่อลูกหลานของท่านคืออะไร เช่น ด้านอาชีพ การศึกษา ตำแหน่ง
What are you aspirations for your children or younger generation? (E.g., occupations,
education, mobility)
5. สิ่งใดที่ขาดเหลือในชีวิตของท่าน ที่ท่านฝันว่า อยากให้ลูกได้รับ (ยกเว้น ถูกหวย)
Is there anything you do not have that you wish for you children?
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CHAPTER IV – FIELD INTERVIEW RESEARCH AND FINDINGS
4.1 Case study – Phrae development
After extensive research and fieldwork, I have found there are multiple examples
of local ED initiatives being implemented throughout Phrae. Initiatives are implemented
at the local scale of single villages, the regional scale of the Phrae province, and from the
national scale initiated from Bangkok.
The following chapter discusses research findings used in answering my first
research question of: “Based on a combination of literature review, data analysis, and
qualitative field research, are there examples of successful local economic development
initiatives being implemented in the Phrae Province of Thailand?’
The examples of successful local ED initiatives are exemplified in the following
sections. Beginning with the largest scale example and longest established project of the
Mahome village, followed by the smaller rural ED initiatives in the low-income
communities of the different highland communities.
4.2 Mahome village
Interviews facilitated and translated by Dr. Tony Waters or Sumintra Suwannakad
(Lim) were conducted with three separate local owners of Mahome businesses.
Information collected from Pa-Giam of บ้านป้าเหงี่ยม, Van of ดวงดาราหม้อห้อม,
and Anna of ‘OmNom & designs’ provided me with the following information.
Mahome (also seen spelled mahom) has been made for centuries from the blue
indigo dye produced by the hom plant. The word mahome comes from the Thai word
moh meaning pot and hom the name of the plant seen in Figure 4.1 The hom plant is
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locally grown in Phrae where it is harvested for the leaves and branches. The desired hom
parts are then fermented in buckets for 72 hours as seen in Figure 4.2. The water left over
from the fermentation process is then mixed with a limestone powder and is stirred until
bubbles occur. The left over result from the process seen in Figure 4.3 is then called wet
hom.

Figure 4.1 The ‘hom’ plant and leaves used in the dying process of mahome.
Image source: All pictures were taken during fieldwork.
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Figure 4.2 The hom plant next to the pots used in the fermentation process.

Figure 4.3 Result after fermentation and what is called ‘wet hom’.
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The Mahome village of Phrae is located in the tambol of Thung Hong just outside
of Muang Phrae. As explained by local business owner Pa-Giam, Mahome is a 200 yearold traditional dye and fabric. Mahome is a nationally known fabric in Thailand with the
origins that began in Phrae. Traditionally Mahome was worn by workers and farmers and
associated with the lower income classes, but it has since grown in its design and become
a fashionable clothing style worn with pride throughout Thailand. Pa-Giam is the owner
of a local store and learning center seen in Figure 4.4 that is visited by school groups and
tourists. In a small store, Pa-Giam provides educational material on the history of
Mahome and how it has grown into the international industry of today along with her
own products.

Figure 4.4 Different steps of the mahome process inside Pa-Giam’s learning center.
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The center educates on the traditions of Mahome and dyes with examples of the
process from beginning to end. Pa-Giam grows the hom plant, and teaches the chemical
process and techniques of the dye seen in Figure 4.5. To see the mahome dying process
in person is a wonder in itself because as the fabric is soaking in the dye it is a deep
yellow color. After removing fabric from the pot it turns an indigo blue color seen, in
Figure 4.6, in front of your eyes as it oxidizes in the air.

Figure 4.5 Pa-Giam showing an example of folding technique used for designs.
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Figure 4.6 Finished product using the folding technique, after oxidization.
Rattanaporn Muangmoo (nicknamed Van) owns an average sized store in Thung
Hong that is about the size a two-stall garage. Van’s shop is one of the more modern
looking stores in village with trendy displays of mahome ensembles our front and the
newest mahome designs as seen in Figure 4.7. Van proudly explained how Phrae is the
only place in Thailand that mahome is made. The actual origins of Mahome is officially
unknown however is thought to have arrived in Thailand from the Laotian refugees that
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originally fled here and founded Thung Hong. The locals of Thung Hong do not consider
them ethnically Thai, as they are decedents of these Laotian refugees. They have a
separate language in Thung Hong that is closer to the languages spoken in Laos. Clothing
displays inside the store owned by Van.

Figure 4.7 Clothing displays inside the store owned by Van.
Mahome used to be worn only by lower classes and farmers it stayed in the
traditional plain style for years (other than the addition of buttons). Van said that with
introduction of the Internet in Phrae “they were ale to see and learn about new styles and
fashion.” They applied the more stylistic approaches to making mahome they saw from
global fashion and it has since taken off. Van said “most of the progress and the idea that
mahome could also be fashionable has occurred within about the last 15 years. She said
the industry has “boomed” ever since using the Thai word for ‘boom’, which is used in
the same way we would use it in English.
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4.2.1 Thung Hong government development projects
Anna is a clothing designer and small business owner of a store called ‘OmNon
& Design’ where she sells her own products. She described how government agencies
have helped locals in the growing of the hom plant but the tradition originally comes
from the community. Government agencies have now assisted the community and helped
them introduce new styles of clothes mixed with old traditions from their people and
community. There are also local groups in Thung Hong that business owners can join.
These groups follow old local customs in which they all help each other harvesting the
plant in the fields and later on they will work together throughout the manufacturing
process. These groups set production standards and pricing in the village that everyone
must adhere to while also collaborating on the production, marketing, and distribution of
their products. Anna’s only critique of the government projects is that she would like
them to “encourage more marketing in the shops and create a bigger market place.”
4.2.2 Thung Hong development
Mahome businesses are privately owned, however the industry is overseen at the
national level. Van said that even with government involvement, most ideas still come
from the local voices and opinions and are then brought to the national scale. “They feel
positive that they work together and encourage each other in the community.”
Mahome products are now part of the OTOP program. Van’s shop has benefitted
since joining OTOP and now continually ships large quantities of products down to
Bangkok to be sold in OTOP partner stores. She said the involvement with OTOP has
helped in expanding the Mahome market place as a whole. Phrae also now has a
government learning center that teaches local makers and shop owners mahome
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techniques while also attracting tourists to the area who visit the center and end up
spending money in local shops. Van said that the center has benefited the community in
that it has helped increase the local people’s knowledge of their village, culture, and
history surrounding Mahome. It also now brings in income from people visiting from
outside the community and province.
More recently the private local business owners have been able to work with “the
Ministry of the Industry.” They have officials in Phrae and Bangkok that work with all
Mahome in Thung Hong. The Ministry is involved by providing exhibitions to promote
Thailand’s local products and by providing a research fund known as “Thailand Research
Fund.” Thailand Research Fund is a national agency that provides entrepreneur funding
for local start-up companies throughout Thailand. There is also national program called
‘Start-Up Thailand’ that is a funding agency for local areas to help its residents start up
their own businesses. Lim discussed the Start-Up program and how it “requires all of its
companies to be new and innovative. Mahome being part of that shows it as a product
with new light as an innovating industry.” She further explained that the government
agencies have helped employment in Thung Hong and has helped the villagers make
more revenue from mahome by introducing more new fashion designed products in
addition to the original products of mahome.” For Anna, “strategic points of her
marketing are located in the district economy of mahome” that has been improved as a
whole by the collaboration with government agencies.
With the expansion of the Mahome industry, Anna now has been able to open
outlets stores in Phuket, Koh Samui, Koh Yai, Sha-Am, and the Siam Discovery Mall.
Anna has been successful alone but also described how “all the new income has
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benefitted the community as a whole.” The only obstacle that Anna said she faces now is
that she cannot manufacture large quantities of her product. If she were to mass produces,
she would lose the craftsmanship of her product. As Anna said, “her shop emphasizes
neatness, quality and modern chic-ness” so she is happy to stay this way. It makes her
product distinctive and individual if there are only a few of each made.
The mahome industry shows a successful example of a social enterprise in
practice exceeding the goals laid out in Thailand’s master plan. This is exemplified in
Anna’s story. Though she is a private business, she puts the overall wellness of the
community above her own desire for personal profits. Anna could easily mass-produce
her products and earn a higher income selling internationally but she respects the
traditional culture and community behind the mahome industry and feels a responsibility
to keep the integrity of its craft.
Footnotes:
*The Thai word for ‘refugee’ is the same word used to describe ancient travelers.
Because of this, we were unsure of whether the description of the Laotian ancestors
arrival in Phrae would be considered the English definition of refugee or whether they
had simply traveled over time.
*Waters described Phrae and Thung Hong and how they have a very big ‘putting out’
production industry. He later pointed to a shop while we were walking with ladies at
sewing machines inside referring again to his observations of Thung Hong being a
‘putting out’ production as their main economic industry and source of revenue.
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4.3 The Hmong Highland Peoples – นาราษฎรบนพื้นที่สูงชาวม้ง
The Hmong highland peoples are the largest of Phrae’s highlanders with a
population of over 2000. The Hmong are an interesting group because they are not
considered a hill tribe, however they are still considered Chao Khao. For this reason,
within the last few years the Phrae Highland Peoples Development Center changed its
name from the Phrae Hill Tribe Peoples Development Center to include the Hmong. With
the name change, they were not limited to hill tribes and were able to distribute welfare to
any highland group. During my time in the Hmong communities, Lim acted as my
translator and representative helping me with my interactions.
In Phrae, there are two different Hmong villages located in the tambols of Mae
Ram and Kok Nan Ta in the amphoe of Rong Kwang. The Mae Ram and Kok Nan Ta
communities were mostly agricultural planting corn, pumpkin, mango and some rice
using terrace planting. Neither of the Hmong communities have a development center
like ones that exist in neighboring communities however the women still make garments
like the one seen in Figure 4.8 and sell them elsewhere with the help of the PHPDC.
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Figure 4.8 Traditional Hmong skirt handmade by the local woman.
4.3.1 Hmong village government development projects
The PHPDC goes to the villages to distribute welfare and collect data and
observations of the living conditions. Each community has a village headman who meets
with the PHPDC and guides them through the village. They also act as an interpreter as
many of the Chao Khao speak their own local language and cannot speak Thai. The data
the PHPDC collects includes how many people live in the home, occupations, ages,
education, what problems they are facing in life, and what they want or need in help form
the PHPDC. Because many of the older recipients could not read, write, or speak Thai,
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fingerprints were used in replace of a signature as seen in Figure 4.9. Individuals can
receive welfare three times over a span of four years and the money can be used for
whatever the individual needs at that time. I was told the check normally is used for food
or other basic necessities. Each recipient receives 1000 Baht each time from the PHPDC
in cash, check or direct deposit depending on what the recipient prefers. Direct deposit is
the preferred method of the government now and is being pushed more and more by local
agencies to avoid corruption.

Figure 4.9 Hmong woman using fingerprint in place of a written signature.
I went to Tambol Kok Nan Ta with the PHPDC to give welfare to a few Hmong
community members that day. The Kok Nan Ta is North of Muang Phrae and towards
Nan where it is more mountainous. Due to the terrain, the area has a lot of mountainside
and terrace farming cultivating mostly corn crops and rice. Kok Nan Ta also grows
mangos and pumpkins however rice is more prevalent because of its four to six month
harvest time. The PHPDC met with their village headman, Jaw Saehan, who showed us
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around the village. Jaw Saehan was around 50 years old and a local farmer in the
community. He toured the PHPDC around so they could take pictures of living conditions
seen in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 and collect signatures from welfare recipients. On
the particular day, I was able to observe the PHPDC interview eight people and homes in
the village.

Figure 4.10 Simple home in the Hmong village of ที่ทำการผู้ใหญ่บ้าน
หมู่ที่บ้านห้วยโรง.
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Figure 4.11 Different styles of housing found in the Hmong communities.
The Mae Ram community was said to have a lower quality of life compared with
Kok Nan Ta while also facing some drug issues. The PHPDC met with Pajoub Saejang
who is the village headman of the Mae-Ram community. While we were there, the Thai
border security agents made a surprise visit to the community as they often do in rural
highland areas. Highland groups are often the targets of drug traffickers due to their
location, local jungle and terrain knowledge, and ability to operate unnoticed. For a long
period of time the highland groups were known to have grown opium, however they have
switched to the transportation of a drug called Yaba as it has grown in popularity. While
we had some fun and took pictures with the border agents, the mood of the Hmong
people showed they were not officials to be taken lightly.
4.4 The Akha highland community – นาราษฎรบนพื้นที่สูงอีก้อ
I traveled to Tambol Mae Prae in Amphoe Song with the PHPDC. Unlike the
other communities we traveled to, the Akha did not seem to have a single representative
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or headman. Instead the community met the PHPDC as a group and held a town meeting
I was fortunate enough to experience. During my visits to the Akha community of Mae
Prao, Lim acted as my translator and representative helping me with my interactions.
Mae Prao is over 10km into the jungle from the nearest road and 20km from the
closest area with electricity. The Akha community is only accessible by a small dirt path
located in the Phaeing Forest east of Muang Phrae and near a local government forest
site. The Mae Prao community is home about 300 Akha people. This highland
community is one of the most isolated villages and still is without modern infrastructure
like electricity, running water, or mechanized agriculture, but the traditional Akha houses
are large and significant structures when compared to their more urban tribal
counterparts.
Though the community doesn’t have electricity, all the Akha community
members I observed had headlamps or flashlights to get around. I was told that Mae Prao
has no doctor, but the members have pretty good health and are able to go into town if
needed. The Akha mostly use motorbikes or foot for their transportation. As for
education, the older people in the village cannot read or write but most of the younger
Akha are able to. Figure 4.12 shows an example of a traditional Akha style house. They
were surprisingly large for such a remote are but still simple overall. The town hall and
culture center of the Akha seen in Figure 4.13 was made with government funding in a
ornate traditional style of their culture.
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Figure 4.12 Traditional Akha home.

Figure 4.13 The Akha hill tribe community center in หน่วยพัฒนาชาวเขา
บ้านแม่พร้าว ศูนย์พัฒนาชาวเขาจังหวัดแพร่.
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4.4.1 Akha government development projects
The PHPDC has worked with the Akha hill tribe for over 30 years. The PHPDC
travels to the Mae Prao community to meet with Akha about twice a month. They collect
data and make observations about the community, but also hold a formal meeting with
locals about social development projects. Each trip the PHPDC brings food from the local
markets in town as well because Mae Prao has a shortage, along with other goods the
Akha requested in the previous meetings. On the day I observed, the PHPDC brought
truck bed full of trees including tamarin, pomello, lemon, and mango.
The meeting I observed seen in Figure 4.14 was held in a center built by the
PHPDC. The Mae Prao community does not have electricity, however the center was fit
with a generator and lights provided by the PHPDC. It is the only building with
electricity or power of this kind so after sunset the entire village was dark. Before the
meeting began, we had to light candles around the center until the generator was started.

Figure 4.14 Akha community members voting during the meeting by giving thumbs up or
down.
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During the meetings the community all participate in voting on subjects or issues.
Mae Prao has had drought and water supply issues for many years. The area also suffered
from soil erosion was due to continuous corn cultivation and monoculture. After previous
meetings and recognizing the source of the problem, the PHPDC encouraged the Akha to
begin rotating crops. Once the project was voted on and accepted, the PHPDC provided
the Akha access with knowledge, supporting material, and training. Mae Prao then began
transitioning to passion fruit cultivation instead of corn. The project focused on passion
fruit trees began about three years ago and continues today.
Passion fruit is now the main crop of Mae Prao and they send the passion fruit
products to a Royal Project to be distributed and sold year round. The Royal Project is
through a national agency and this project in particular works in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai,
Phayao, and Nan. Income in the community is irregular so selling through the Royal
Project provides a more stable revenue source. Though the Akha do not have its own
Royal Project, it is connected to other projects in nearby provinces. The PHPDC help to
connect the Akha products from Phrae out to larger projects in mainly in Chiang Rai and
Nan.
The Akha community is an interesting development case because even though
they are the most remote hill tribe in Phrae by far, the development projects they are
involved in seem progressive and more collaborative than the other communities. While
it seemed the Hmong communities mostly interacted with the PHPDC just on occasions
where welfare was distributed, the Akha community was attentive and involved along
side everything the PHPDC did throughout the day. Hill tribes are often known for
having very passive demeanors and communication, of which my observations only
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confirmed, where with exception of the village headman, no one seemed to approach or
speak directly to the PHPDC workers. The Akha members were just the opposite in that
the entire community made sure to come into town early to attend the PHPDC meeting,
members were interested in my presence and inquisitively spoke with Lim, worked along
side us as we prepared the center for the meeting, and actively voiced opinions on the
progress of current projects in the community.
This was a surprising interaction to observe that only proved increasingly
distinctive through the night. With most hill tribes (or at least tribes I observed in the
northern region) projects are simply distributed out by the development center without
hearsay in the particular wants or need of a community. Both parties however may be at
some fault for this. In the past government officials have dismissed local opinions in
assuming their own is correct simply because of their title, or in cases when playing into
the historical class inequality between the parties furthers an already large social division.
Hill tribe communities, however, are often unwilling to voice opinions on matters and
instead simply become unwilling participants of a project that dwindles away. This often
results in the PHPDC having to use their best judgment in distributing projects they think
will work for a particular community. While strong divisions are still felt from the poor
interactions of the not so distant past, I would like to point out that the PHPDC has made
significant strides in their awareness of different hill tribes cultures and communication
along with their standards of development and social education by their employees.
The Akha community was a standout from the norms however as they worked
close and collaboratively with the PHPDC. An hour before the time our meeting was
scheduled, the Akha were all in town early than normal in preparation. As we made our
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way into the center about 50 local member filled the center to await Lim’s presentation.
Those who did have seats or space filled the back standing along the walls or listen in
through an open window. The meeting was conducted in a fashion similar to a U.S. town
hall meeting. All the members then were able to discuss, vote, and decide together about
future plans, projects, and how to improve the existing plans. Lim led the meeting in
which they went over potential future projects for the next month and I observed the
participation and collaboration throughout the entire meeting. Not only did the Akha vote
but they also spoke and presented what they would like for future projects to Lim.
The current project the community was working on was a project focused on bio
composting. This was chosen because the Mae Prao area has been dealing with drought
problems and they still do not have a sufficient water supply for household consumption
or agriculture. In the previous meetings, the PHDC worked with the Akha and introduced
seminars teaching the community about the concept and later on the techniques of how to
community can use bio composting to refresh the soil nutrients and productivity.
4.5 Karen highland community – นาราษฎรบนพื้นที่สูงกะเหรี่ยง
The Karen is the biggest of the four highland groups that live in Phrae. They have
two populations in Phrae located in the amphoe of Wangchin and Long. Globally, the
Karen are known as the long-neck Tribe as the women traditionally wore gold metal
bands around their neck to give the appearance of elongated necks. Women traditionally
wore the bands beginning around the age of ten with more gold bands added each year as
the women’s body was physically altered and elongated. Similar to the foot binding
tradition in China, this tradition is no longer practiced and is seen as inhumane. Older
women in Karen tribes occasionally can be seen with these bands because once the
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physical alteration is complete it cannot be reversed and they can no longer support their
head without the bands as seen in Figure 4.15. The younger women can still be seen
wearing bands in, however they now only wear the bands for show and tourists. In areas
with no western tourism such as Phrae, the women dress in normal clothing.

Figure 4.15 One of the few remaining Karen elders practicing the tradition of body
modification of an elongated neck.
The Karen community in Amphoe Long does work as close with the PHPDC and
are mostly involved in the agricultural industry for their main source of occupation and
income. Though they are mostly agricultural, some of the Karen women in Long weave
in their free time when they are not farming. Both communities however are facing a
decreasing population, as the younger generations are moving out more and into towns.
The younger generations are able to work in factories or other jobs in town. Similar to
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other communities, this younger population is more education, has more mobility with
motorbikes, and is more social with the introduction of internet access. They are able to
speak Thai and interact in Thai situations so they are able to go into town where there is
more opportunity for different employment and income.
4.5.1 Karen government development projects
In Amphoe Wangchin there is a population of about 960 Karen in the community.
The Wangchin community is also the group the PHPDC works more closely with. Here,
they have the Karen learning Center and Complete Distribution of Karen Garments as
seen in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16 The Karen learning center sign and designation as an OTOP product.
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This is a center where the local Karen women make the traditional fabrics and
garments like ones seen in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 of the Karen peoples. This not only
provides extra revenue and income but also provides a social center where the women
can meet and pass down their culture and traditions. In addition, at the center the Karen
also have the opportunity to teach their tradition and craft to tourists or visitors of the
learning center. The center employs about 50 women who work at the learning center
weaving and teaching traditional crafts in their spare time or to meet with groups.

Figure 4.17 Karen center employee weaving on a traditional loom.
The PHPDC works with the Karen learning center to promote integration of
women into the workforce to improve their quality of life. The learning center devoted to
local culture and traditional craft creates new financial opportunities for those in the
community. The center benefits the communities not only financially but also to create
and solidify a strong community identity and ethnic pride. It creates jobs for Karen and
financial gains that help the women, children, and elderly in the community. Local
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tradition and culture is a great source of pride for the Karen. The learning center
reinforces this and continues the traditions on because it is now sources of revenue in
more modern society. Prior to the center the Karen were an agricultural society and solely
dependent on rice crops for income. This practice was reliant on weather however and
not a stable source of income. The male Karen still primarily work in agriculture but the
women now can contribute to the household far more.

Figure 4.18 Women employees of the Karen center displaying Karen garments.
I observed the center on a visit with the PHPDC. On the day of our visit there
were six female workers there who were weaving and making fabric for garments. The
PHPDC met with Cha-Pen, who is the local representative for the Karen community.
Cha-Pen is a Karen woman and the leader of the weaving groups and learning center.
Like other visits with local representatives, Cha-Pen led the interactions with weavers
and was the one that the PHPDC workers addressed questions to. Cha-Pen gave us of tour
of the center and showed us the shop in Figure 4.19 that runs out of the center. The Karen
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women also use the center to teach their traditions and crafts to visitors. I could not tell
exactly how much was charged or earned from the teaching portion, but I suspect it is a
smaller percent than from the actual selling of garments themselves. The skirts can easily
be sold for around 2,000 Baht, or about $60.00 USD. Interestingly this has changed some
of the social aspects in the community because the women have now become the
breadwinners. As Lim said, “Opposite from most groups, like the Hmong, the women
now make money and work hard and men are lazy and stay at home.”

Figure 4.19 Small store at the Karen learning center.
The purpose of visit was for the PHPDC to talk with the center and give them
advice on how they can improve their production and products. Again, the PHPDC
collected signatures, observed operations, and reported their observations back to Phrae
for the purpose of decisions being made about future financial allocations and matters
concerning to the budget. The support and budget for the different highland groups can
be difficult to determine because the groups and their work are so different from one
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another. Field level and face to face interactions are necessary in order to determine
individual needs so the PHPDC travels and meets with the different ethnic groups. The
budget for these projects comes from The Ministry of Social Development and Human
Security located in Bangkok. The PHPDC reports their findings back in Phrae and
eventually are sent down to Bangkok.
Although they didn’t take the same data as they did from other communities, the
PHPDC still had women sign and fingerprint a document to report back. Again, because
some of the Karen women could not write so Cha-Pen signed their names for them. I was
told that some of the younger Karen women can write but many older Karen cannot.
Similar in most highland groups, many go to some school but drop out after or during
Pratome which is similar to the grades in a western elementary school. ChaPen had
previously been married to an English man but was divorced for what was implied as
unpleasant circumstances. Because of this however she was able to interact with Thais
and tourists of other cultures, which made her the obvious choice at their representative.
The PHPDC continues work with the center and identifies barriers the
disadvantaged communities face in their economic development progress. They strategize
and work together on plans or initiatives to overcome challenges. Today the Karen
community has tourism and the industry has brought in new sources of revenue in which
the Karen can continue growing their community and provide new local good and
services to the area.
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4.6 The MlaBri highland community – นาราษฎรบนพื ้ น ที ่ ส ู ง มลาบรี
4.6.1 MlaBri history
The MlaBri people represent an example of a contemporary hunter-gatherer
group, a living model of an ancient lifestyle prior to the development of agriculture
allowing humans to settle. The MlaBri were found to have very little genetic diversity,
suggesting that their origins are from a small number of individuals from at least 700
years ago (Oota el al. 2005). Since the Mlabri do not have a written language and the first
recorded contact was only in 1936, their history and origin is mostly unknown, but they
at least have an oral history concerning the origin of the MlaBri (Rischel 1995). It is told
that several hundred years ago, Tin Prai (neighboring Laos village) villagers expelled two
children and sent them downriver on a raft. The children were able to survive and for
safety escaped into the forest. The children turned to a foraging lifestyle and thus became
the hunter-gatherers of the MlaBri tribe. Although it is impossible to validate oral
traditions, linguistic evidence at least partly supports this intriguing story (Oota el al.
2005).
The MlaBri are well known in Thailand both for being the smallest population of
the northern Thai hill tribes, and the last of the hunter-gatherers (Long, Long, and Waters
2017). Originally it was thought there were eight small sites in which the MlaBri could be
found, however a 2009-10 survey found that there are actually only five sites with the
existence of one site in Laos still questionable as no one was able to find them for
research. The sites are spread throughout the Phrae and Nan provinces of northern
Thailand and possible into Laos. Current populations are unknown, but through
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researcher the suspected MlaBri aggregate population was around 350 tribe members
(Sakkarin 2016).
Prior to the 1990s, all MlaBri lived primarily in forest areas where they were
known for their reclusiveness. Until that time, the MlaBri moved frequently in order to
hunt, gather, and occasionally (while still hiding their actual identity) would hire
themselves out as laborers on remote farms of the Hmong people in northern Thai (Long,
Long, and Waters 2017). The Thai government had long known about the existence of
the MlaBri, but little was known about the people or culture. The government considered
them as the most primitive of all the known hill tribes and were referred to as khon pah or
early men. Khon derm meaning person who still lives in the jungle, and khon pah were
used by the Thai government to classify many of the hill tribes in the northern region
(Sakkarin 2016). In popular usage, MlaBri were also described as phi tong luang or
spirits of the forest due to their lack of settlement and isolation (Bernatzik 1938).
Until the 1970s, most the northern hill tribes were of little interest to the Thai
government. They were mostly overlooked until the Cold War changed the needs of the
country to monitor their border. The government took notice of the hill tribes’
whereabouts and decided they needed to be settled. The government’s official reason for
this decision are often said to be concerns for hill tribes’ development, but more
commonly known is the motivation for opium eradication, quiet local dissidence, and to
keep highlanders from joining the communist guerillas (Sakkarin 2016). Even during this
new government initiative for settlement, the MlaBri hill tribe was unnoticed and left off
from reports.
At the time, the government did not feel that the MlaBri needed to be watched
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closely, regulated, or even permanently settled, but this did not mean that the tribe could
move as they pleased throughout the jungle forests. Warfare and bombings were frequent
occurrences and caused many injuries and deaths in the highland areas. The MlaBri were
forced to migrate further into forested areas where there was less conflict. However, they
found much of the forests to already be populated by other ethnic groups that also resettled their villages in during this time (Pookajorn 1992).
In 1978, Gene and Mary Long moved to Thailand with the goal of not only
finding, but also communicating, gaining the trust, and ultimately helping the isolated
hunter gatherer hill tribe transition their way of life. The MlaBri people of the Phrae
province had lived an isolated existence with almost no interactions with the outside Thai
society. The Longs came to Thailand at a time when deforestation was rampant and there
was a real possibility that there would soon no longer be an environment for the MlaBri
to live their traditional lifestyle.
Prior to the Long’s arrival, the MlaBri were thought to travel throughout a few
provinces in Northern Thailand. The word thought is important here because local Thais
thought of them only as folklore as the only evidence of their existence were the
yellowing leaves left behind on their lean-to huts. However, populations of Choa Khao
Thai farmers, other hill tribes, and Hmong tribes were growing in the area also.
Eventually there was nowhere left for the MlaBri to hide, wherein they faced the reality
of needing some interaction with outsiders. While the societal norms of the MlaBri
created a culture in which they could not be farmers themselves, they were able hire
themselves out occasionally and work on other farms for small wages. The interactions
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with these outsiders invoked odd and new experiences for the MlaBri where they first
encountered modern technologies like flashlights, radios, and lighters.
Gene and Mary Long observed this (as they were not accepted or trusted by the
tribe yet) and it was soon found the MlaBri did not have an understanding of the market
value of these new things they wanted. Into the early 1980s the tribe was hiring out their
labor to Thai and Hmong farmers who took extreme advantage of this and the Longs
described some Mlabri were working half a year to earn a flashlight (Solomon 2014).
Since roughly 1993, and particularly since 2001 when the MlaBri were provided
formal recognition and citizenship papers by the Thai government, the MlaBri have
adapted their lifestyle and became part of the larger world of Thailand. MlaBri children
have since began attending school, a successful malaria eradication program completed,
medical services provided, roads and transportation services established, the electrical
grid extended to the new MlaBri houses, and systematic access to markets developed.
Traditional hunting and gathering activities continue, but they are restricted by access to
forest areas, which besides being over-hunted, also lie under the control of the Thai
central government (Long, Long, and Waters 2017).
In the many years the Longs have lived in the mountains side by side with the
tribe, they have continually worked towards transitioning the MlaBri to a more
independent and a self-sufficient community. Recently they helped the tribe create a
startup hammock company that has since grown into a social enterprise. The hammock
company now supports over 100 workers who can earn close to 650 times more weaving
hammocks than they did in the environmentally degrading form of slash and burn
agriculture. This has provided opportunities for the community to earn as much as a
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university graduate or teacher and they are now able to afford uniforms and shoes for
their children without the assistance of others (Solomon 2014).
4.6.2 Development of the MlaBri
When Gene and Mary Long got to Huai Hom in the Amphoe Rong Kwang and
seen in Figures 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22 around 1980 the Phrae government offices and
officials quickly noticed their presence. Gene explained how “missionaries were here
before the welfare offices. The offices used missionaries to get started. They needed the
information from them all those who worked with and knew the tribes.”

Figure 4.20 Rice fields in the surrounding valley by Huai Hom.
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Figure 4.21 MlalBri houses on the upper hillside of the Huai Hom village.

Figure 4.22 Common bamboo and thatch style house of the MlaBri.
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Their relationship with the welfare office and local government however was not
always like it is today. The Thai government originally thought the Longs were spies
from the U.S. due to the political climate of the time are area. The office was not thrilled
about them as well as Gene said they just “saw them as more work”. This was because
prior to their arrival, the government had mostly just been able to ignore the hill tribes
and vice versa. It was a lot of effort and paperwork if they were officially acknowledge
their presence.
As told during my interview with Gene Long, the neighboring Hmong community
and most everyone else had been taking advantage of them throughout the 1970’s. The
office didn’t want to deal with them and told the local newspaper that they were spies.
Even though they “had written permission for land and to live here” the office came and
told the Longs they had to leave, but did not have any official papers proving this. Soon
after “there were newspaper and TV people that came up the road one day and asked if
they could interview us.” Gene described them as the ABC and Katie Couric of Thailand,
however at the time he didn’t know either of them. Even though there were no MlaBri
there at that time because the journalists came during one of the times that the MlaBri had
run away, they interviewed the Longs and took pictures of them and their home. The
woman gave them her information and said if the MlaBri came back to call her. The
segment ran for five days in a row in Bangkok. It showed the King’s image hung on the
wall in their house and zoomed in on it during the interview. This was “wonderful PR”
for them in the average Thai’s view of them. Gene described how the provincial governor
“chewed him out” and said, “don’t talk to TV.” Again Gene got a letter to leave.
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Gene, however, showed this letter to the TV woman and she said she wanted to
come back and interview not only him, but also the governor. When they came, they
“caught him totally off guard” and the governor lost a lot of face from that interview. The
Thai Roth newspaper picked up the story and “dragged him”. The newspaper wrote what
translates to “Your hands aren’t rowing, and you’re dragging your feet in the water.” to
describe the governor. The governor tried to accuse them again of being spies, however at
this point it was too late.
Ever since, the Longs have work closely with the provincial welfare department
(has varied many times in name, now PHPDC) and Gene speaks very highly of the
current organization and their work. “The welfare offices have made a huge difference
now.” “They have a budget that we simply don’t.” Gene’s only critique of the
development center’s current work with the MlaBri was the lack of marketing of the
MlaBri products. He said they do not market products because they are not part of OTOP.
4.6.3 Government development projects
In the past, the welfare office instituted a number of various projects. Over the
years they tried helping the MlaBri in raising fish, chickens, ducks, and pigs. The project
aimed in starting aquaculture tried creating a fishery and involved the making of a large
above ground tank. Catfish were used and given to the MlaBri because they aren’t
sensitive to the total tank size. Catfish will continue growing unlike other fish whose
growth is determined by the tank size. The development center also provided rice seed in
the early years of their work together around the late 1990s. Gene described the rice as
“open pollinated rice” and how that type of rice was used because it had previously
worked for the Hmong.
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Prior to the development center’s work with the MlaBri the tribe had worked for
the Hmong in the neighboring community. Gene said “they had never had the opportunity
before and had never been able to get into the business before themselves.” His son Jared
also discussed how life was prior to government involvement. “Before all of this, their
existence was somewhat known but they were just ignored and left alone.” He described
how things changed for the MlaBri in Huai Hom when the Huay Yoat MlaBri community
in Nan became a Royal Project. This recognition of the tribe brought all of the MlaBri
into the light of the royal family. “Before the MlaBri were just seen as a commodity.
They were thought of just as dumb, cheap laborers, and used for shows.” The Royal
Family’s involvement greatly changed perceptions about them as a tribe and as people.
Jared discussed how the Huai Hom MlaBri started getting government projects in
the early 1990s, but in the year 1992 was a time the MlaBri left Huai Hom and
disappeared. This had happened multiple times in the past, however, this was the longest
duration of their disappearance. Because of their lack of permanency or attachment to a
place, most of the early projects tried were unsuccessful with the MlaBri. Interestingly
Jared discussed how this time was a very impactful moment during his time with them
and the first real sense of a turning point he saw with the MlaBri. He remembered how at
some point during this year, a few teenagers came back to Huai Hom and stayed with the
Long family in their house. At this point, Jared said he had no real friends and it really
changed his outlook on their impact and interactions with the tribe. “This meant the
MlaBri trusted us enough to break from their family” which was totally unheard of.
Eventually, the parents came back and the rest of the community joined and they have
stayed in the community every since.
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Gene further explained difficulties faced in early projects saying, “some of the
problem were the MlaBri priorities.” The Longs would try to explain to the MlaBri that in
order to raise and farm animals they needed them to reproduce. The MlaBri struggled
raising livestock as Gene described they “would get one pregnant, but so happens a
family member would come in town and it would get slaughtered.” He joked how the
MlaBri would ask, “where Hmong buy their pigs?” and he would say “they don’t buy
pigs, they raise them.” However when he told the MlaBri that they could do that, they
would laugh “because they knew they wouldn’t.” The MlaBri eventually became a bit
better at raising chickens however pigs and larger animals are still rare.
The perspectives of the MlaBri on the government projects in the community
were collected from an individual interview with a MlaBri woman named Ampawn and
also from a group interview with eight MlaBri community members. The MlaBri spoke
favorably of the development center and were happy for the assistance the center
provides. Ampawn described how she thought the projects had benefited the community
overall. In particular she described how she liked projects in which they are given
livestock. She thought they were beneficial because “when we were hungry we can kill
them and eat them.” Though Gene had said they have improved in raising chickens,
Ampawn described that when they had first gotten the chickens from the PHPDC they
were also given chicken feed to give them. She shed light on a reason the project failed
early on explaining, “chicken feed is expensive. When it ran out we divided up the
chickens and ate them.” The group confirmed her approval all agreeing that their lives
were better off now from the projects “because they now have more food.”
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Udom Long described some of the more recent government projects such as the
‘million Baht fund’. This was initiated by Thaksin in 2001 and funds were given out at
the local level. The funds were transferred directly from Bangkok to the villages in order
to keep out middlemen and avoid corruption. He said there were stories of successful
villages with interest from loans that grew their original fund, but also bad examples of
villages and officials using the funds for their personal use and interests. Overall, he
thought the project still has strong support though. Its aim of the million Baht project was
to support grassroots initiatives through funds that were to be given directly to the
community. Udom described however that because the MlaBri are part of the greater
Hmong village, that is where the village million Baht fund was delegated to and
distributed from. He said “the MlaBri haven’t ever gotten money from it.” Udom was in
favor of the project even without the MlaBri receiving funds saying “whether it met the
ideas of the government or not, everyone benefited from this project, definitely
benefited!”
Lastly, the project that has had the most impact is the introduction of weaving
hammocks. Mary Long discussed how this endeavor originally began over 20 years ago
when a Swiss man saw the woven bags the MlaBri were trained in making. The Swiss
man already had a hammock making business and told the Longs that he could teach the
MlaBri to make hammocks. Gene and Mary admitted that they didn’t think they could at
first but sent a couple of the teenagers who could count to learn with him. They proved
successful and the showed that the MlaBri could learn the craft. Gene and Mary began to
hold a night school for the older members who also wanted to learn and where they
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worked on teaching them how to count. The PHPDC also held a hammock seminar that
was open for the local Hmong, MlaBri and Thai to all join.
The hammock company has been the most sustainable project for the MlaBri and
they now have excess income to buy things like chickens or rice. All of the women in
Huai Hom are weavers such as the woman seen in Figure 4.23 along with and a few
males that take part. Udom said the income has empowered the women, but hasn’t
drastically changed social roles like it has in communities such as the Hmong.

Figure 4.23 Mlabri woman weaving a hammock.
The MlaBri are paid per each hammock made which has been a big change in
their idea of income. Gene had explained how when the MlaBri plant and harvest corn,
they can receive “a lot of money at one time, [so much so that] they can’t spend it all in
one day.” With the hammocks however they have a difficult time seeing it as ‘income’
because they can spend “all that money in one day” since they are paid each time the
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complete hammock. “The MlaBri aren’t used to this type of income. They want that lump
sum right away.” Gene continued to explained how the MlaBri have a difficult time
saving money from hammocks and tend to spend it because it is “too little to be thought
to be worth saving.”
Udom estimated about 15 or 20 people in the village rely on weaving as their
main source of income. Since the introduction of agriculture and the hammocks the
MlaBri now own motorbikes and in the last year or two even have bought a truck.
Owning motorbikes has improved their health care and their mobility. Previously the
MlaBri were limited to where they could walk or the occasion that they would go
somewhere with Gene and Mary. The closest village, Sugarcane Creek, is over five
kilometers away on an unpaved road. It is also a tiny village so not only was the walk
long but it was also a long walk for limited goods and services.
Yellow-Leaf Hammocks is now recognized as a social enterprise in adherence to
Thailand’s guidelines. It is also part of OTOP and has been given the highest grade of
five stars from the five level certification system. This means that the company meets all
five goals in that it helps the members in the community, the products are handmade, the
products are sold internationally, and that the product and resulting income contributed to
local taxes.
4.6.4 MlaBri community progress and development
In an interview conducted with อำพร ศรีชาวป่า or Ampawn SrichaoPa seen in
Figure 4.24, we discussed how she saw the development of Huai Hom compared to other
villages. She did not know what was going on anywhere else outside the Mlabri village to
compare to. She knows there are villages out there but she was not aware of what’s going
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on in them to compare theirs to her own. When asked about her personal view of the
MalBri’s progress, Ampawn explained again, that she was not aware of happenings in
other villages, but in Huai Hom the Hmong village and the Mlabri have the same
headman that was voted in. When they have meetings they all go to meet in one center.
She considered the MlaBri to have overcome many challenges and “that many things
have gotten better in life.” They have their own land now, houses, food to eat, money and
possessions. She laughed when he asked about cultural things and differences “because
there are obviously many,” but they at least do not have drugs in the village and the
drinking that used to be a big problem has gotten better.

Figure 4.24 Interview with Ampawn in Hui Hom. Pictured from left to right: Ampawn,
Mary Long, Katherine Sorensen.
For the MlaBri’s future development plans, Ampawn said “they do whatever
projects people or centers bring to them.” She said “they don’t have ideas of their own or
try to come up with ideas of their own.” Ampawn did, however, mention a few things
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during our interview such wanting fruit trees to provide something they could give to
tourists and visitors. This showed progress in that she did have some of her own ideas,
but as a Mlabri women she does not have much input in her society or in what is planted.
As for their involvement with the PHPDC, “when they do come out with the projects we
are happy to cooperate and we like when this happens because it normally improves life
in some way.”
In terms of ED, Ampawn discussed how officials come up and talk to the MlaBri
and they will discuss ED. She said that they know the term ‘economic development’ for
the most part however most Mlabri do not understand what the officials are talking about
because they often do not understand the Thai words. She said she understands that “it
has something to do with selling things and having projects” but they “don’t understand a
lot of the words the officials use when they come to discuss it.” Mary Long explained
that the MlaBri’s knowledge of the concept is still based around their “old way of
thinking when they were trying to interpret ED from officials. It was that they thought it
meant clean things, like picking up trash around the village, keeping the grounds kept and
basically anything that makes things look better.” The Thai officials would use the Thai
word for development pattana. This word however can also be used in reference to your
body so they would think they were to ‘develop the body’ meaning they shouldn’t drink
or do drugs and in the most basic sense just to take good care of yourself.
In Ampawn’s own perception of the MlaBri’s development, she said that she did
not know about other villages. I further asked questions about her own future wants and if
she would like to have a cement house like in the Thai villages. Ampawn said that they
had “never talked about if anyone would want or prefer to have a better house or cement
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house.” This showed again their difficulty in thinking into the future or in hypothetical
terms. Currently they live in bamboo houses in which they have to change the siding of
every year. There is a family to the right of their house who has a washing machine and
someone else they said who had somehow won a stovetop. The rest of them all cook over
the fire.
When the same question was asked during the group interview seen in Figure
4.25, they again needed some further questioning in order to come up with an answer.
Finally a man in the group answered saying “that this village is better than all of the other
ones.” in reference to the other Mlabri and Hmong villages. He did not give a reason why
at first but just said “It’s not good at the other villages.” Again after some further
questions he said “this village was better because they have electricity and a rice mill.”

Figure 4.25 Participants in the group interview. MlaBri pictured from left to right: Tong
ต้ง , Bla ปละ, Jiap เจี๊ยบ, Chanai ขนะชัย, Duangpawn ดวงพร, Tum ตุ้ม, and Dii ดี.
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As for their perception of their future development, the MlaBri needed some help
in coming up with this answer so Gene suggested planting trees. The man said “we’ll
plant trees if they bring us trees”. To increase their ED they thought they could improve
picking up paper and making the village look nicer (again because the Thai word for
development has multiple meanings). The man said “we don’t have education and we
can’t read or write” so when the Thais or officials would come and discuss ED they
didn’t understand terms like economy or business. Though he could not read or write, the
younger generations are improving their education. The man in the group has a daughter
who has graduated from university. Overall, the MlaBri are becoming more accepting of
education and agree that if their kids “want to live outside the village and just visit that is
also okay.”
There are many potential obstacles the MlaBri will face in future development.
Almost all the MlaBri people live paycheck to paycheck and often rely on the
neighboring Hmong community for work. It has been this way for so long that this
lifestyle has become culturally ingrained such that the MlaBri do not even consider other
ways of living. Furthermore, there is an unspoken aspect of why the MlaBri have not
ventured into even more economic opportunities, and this is because they are socially not
allowed to do so. Hill tribes are furthest down on the social ladder and often do not have
choices for their economic endeavors. They normally have to follow whatever they are
instructed to do. The MlaBri are often indebted to the neighboring Hmong village, but
this is actually a strategy the MlaBri have long used for protection. Whether they do this
knowingly or not, I cannot tell, but as long as the MlaBri are in debt, the Hmong have an
incentive to keep them around and unharmed because they still owe the Hmong money.
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The MlaBri are at the bottom of even the Chao Khao social ladder and without some type
of protection they are often exploited or taken advantage of. In this odd strategy, being
indentured to Hmong keeps them safe and relatively unbothered so long as they are
submissive to the Hmong.
I was told that even though government groups and local representatives have
tried to introduce new agriculture initiatives or products the MlaBri could make, but they
generally refuse or do not follow through with them. This is because the Hmong had
suggested that “good people grow corn,” and that if you do not grow corn you will have
bad luck and bad spirits. This suggestion was clear to the MlaBri that if they wanted to
stay safe and protect their crops they were going to grow corn. This can be frustrating to
groups such as the development center that are most likely unaware of these local social
conflicts. They feel the MlaBri do not care or appreciate their help because they turn
down or abandon projects relatively quickly.
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CHAPTER V – ANALYSIS
5.1 Analysis
Based on a combination of literature review, data analysis, and qualitative field
research, it was then possible to answer the research questions posed by this study: (1)
Based on a combination of literature review, data analysis, and qualitative field research,
are there examples of successful local economic development initiatives being
implemented in the Phrae Province of Thailand?; (2) Is the success of these initiatives
tied to the distinctive people and government of Thailand or are there lessons from the
Phrae Province that could potentially be applied elsewhere in the Developing World?:
and (3) Are there lessons that can be learned from Phrae about economic development
that could potentially be applied to rural communities in developing regions of the US,
such as Mississippi?
To answer my first research question, based on a combination of literature review,
data analysis, and qualitative field research, I can state with certainty that there are, in
fact, examples of successful local economic development initiatives being implemented
in the Phrae Province of Thailand. After completing extensive research and fieldwork, I
have found a number of local economic development initiatives and small businesses
ranging in scale from a single hill tribe village to development initiatives at the national
level. Many of the initiatives began selling and distributing products throughout the Phrae
province and have since expanded into the national and even international markets.
Initiatives, however, are not solely local in that they were often started through
outside influences or funds. Field research suggests that it is basically impossible to
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separate government from local or grassroots. The projects of all scales are intertwined
with one another and the government is so ingrained into the Thai economy that even
most local grassroots projects are in some way or another funded by the national
government. Many local initiatives now privately owned were started through outside
influences funding. These privately owned businesses may be locally owned, however
the government still has influence on product distribution and production. Government
agencies continually check in on communities and give ideas for developing their
projects or practices as I witnessed through meeting between high-ranking Bangkok
parliament and members and the MlaBri. Though the Yellow-Leaf Hammock Company
is privately owned and a for profit social enterprise, the national government still sends
officials to oversee the production and progress of the company.
The ED initiatives observed in Thailand may not be considered grassroots, but the
benefits and successes of the initiatives are tied to the local level. As previously
mentioned, the traditional top-down structure of ED was used throughout Thailand.
Projects like the coffee trees or fish aquaculture given to the MlaBri were done so
without local input. Projects implemented in this fashion often saw minimal results or
withered away completely. Research, however, did find successful governmentimplemented projects. Collaboration between the government and the local community
was found key to a project’s outcome. The more collaboration there was on a project, the
more the local buy-in was.
Communities like the Akha that held interactive meetings felt more involved and
in control of their own outcomes and therefore were more inclined to follow through on
objectives. This can also be seen in the MlaBri community. Very early on, the weaving of
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hammocks was a job saved only for the MlaBri. The MlaBri, however, began to feel like
it was similar to other projects, in that no one else wanted to do it. Udom explained how
“any project that comes to the MlaBri are projects that no one else wants. The MlaBri are
just given things and do not choose their own projects.” He said this is because “they are
very passive and will not ask for help.” For many years because of this, weaving
hammocks had a stigma along with it that it was ‘poor man’s work.’ After Udom picked
up on that stigma, he began to offer some work to the neighboring Hmong. “There was a
huge difference in MlaBri perception and attitude towards the project after they saw the
Hmong flocking in wanting to be weavers.”
Therefore the key to the success of a project was observed to be dependent on
collaboration. Projects did not need to be local or grassroots in origin, but success was
driven by substantial local buy-in.
My second research questions asking “Is the success of these initiatives tied to the
distinctive people and government of Thailand or are there lessons from the Phrae
Province that could potentially be applied elsewhere in the developing world?” is not as
easily answered. Efforts in Thailand that look promising to replicate as successful
examples of social enterprises can be seen in projects like OTOP and are generally
supported by most Thais, however the generalizability and potential transferability of
these projects is complicated and uncertain.
If this research were to be conducted in an alternate study area in Thailand,
multiple variables could influence the results and findings. The region of the study area,
local geography, historic political conflicts, local economy, number of government
funded projects, government or military involvement, involvement of NGOs in the area,
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success of past government projects, population size and composition (e.g., age,
ethnicity, citizenship, education), national regulations and laws, past and present
industries, and local resources are just a few examples of variables that could cause a
significant difference in results.
For example, the study area of this research includes a geography of mountainous
terrain and vegetation. As a result, the previous industry of teak tree logging previously
brought wealth to the area. However, with the government enacting environmental
protection laws prohibiting the logging of teak trees, this once prosperous local resource
can no longer contribute to the local economy. Further, the study area of this research is
located in the northern region near the Laos border entailing a history very different from
a province in the southern region. Thai regions have experienced different political
conflicts and environments throughout their history, resulting in varying opinions of the
national government and monarchy today.
The results and findings of this research potentially could be replicated in other
SEA countries or another developing country. Successful international transferability of
this research would vary depending on variables such as: (1) the economic level of the
country; (2) nature of political institutions or government; (3) degree of globalism or
economic isolation; (4) degree of government intervention or involvement in local
economies; (5) the existence of government funded projects; (6) the existence of nongovernmental projects; (7) national laws and regulations; or (8) local resources.
Lastly, the third research question: Are there lessons that can be learned from
Phrae about economic development that could potentially be applied to rural
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communities in developing regions of the U.S., such as Mississippi? The answer to this
question is a resounding maybe.
Thailand is deeply rooted in communalistic culture norms, Buddhist philosophies,
and government overreach. Thais arguably are more submissive to government policies,
but they also have a deep faith in their beloved royal family. The introduction of social
enterprises into highland economies was most likely similar to the introduction of most
initiatives: meaning that it was not necessarily something they asked for or that they even
had knowledge of, but was simply given to them and instructed by government agencies.
It is hard to understand this logic as a westerner. Imagine our government telling its
citizens that it is going to take over all the local industries and manage their production
and distribution. This is something that would never happen here, and it would be
assumed that there would be outrage and protest.
In Thailand, however, the government has far more authority and is able to do
such things. Remnants of their absolute monarchy, multiple military coups and
authoritarian regimes, and a continually changing constitution has left the Thai
government somewhere between a constitutional monarchy and military dictatorship.
This generally means the reach of the government is wide and often unchecked. While
this may sound like an American’s nightmare, Thais have become accustom to drastic
political changes. The Thai government utilizes this power to implement large-scale
projects much faster than they would if they had to go through the American legal
system. Initiatives on the scale of Roosevelt’s new deal are rare occurrences in the U.S.,
however in Thailand these projects can be streamlined and introduced almost
immediately.
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On the other hand, many abuses of power including corruption, mismanagement,
and censorships have occurred as a result. These missteps have been felt by all Thais and
are still closely monitored. In spite of all this, Thai people have more faith in their
government in comparison to Americans. They have seen tangible and beneficial
outcomes from the Million Baht program, universal health care, and well-funded
government welfare programs. When a project like OTOP was introduced, the push-back
was minimal because the communal Thai culture saw the benefit of working together as a
whole. As said by Mahome business owner Anna, “When the community does well, I
benefit and when I do well, the community benefits.” In every single case and every
single interview I conducted throughout my fieldwork, all unanimously said that life was
better today than it was ten years ago.
Without the cultural aspects of Thailand, something like a large-scale social
enterprise program would be difficult to introduce into U.S communities. An NGO or
small community organization could be successful in a single initiative, but a large scale
or government social enterprise program like Thailand’s OTOP program seems less
likely.
The MlaBri are distinctive in every way. Though one could say that they are one
of the most difficult or least likely groups to be successful in economic development
initiatives, they have clearly shown this statement false. The MlaBri began with nearly
nothing and took welfare and projects as they were given. But the MlaBri also remain
open-minded and willing to accept (or at least pretend and try) any type of project the
government proposes. Though they are, in most cases, still behind in overall
development, the introduction of social enterprises like the Yellow Leaf Hammock
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Company was not only a success, but has greatly improved the lives of all those in the
Huai Hom community. It is difficult to say whether this could be replicated elsewhere.
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CHAPTER VI – CONCLUSION
6.1 Conclusion
Throughout the interviews I found the need to adjust some of the original research
questions. When asking what economic development meant to them, almost always the
answer was simply “more money”. They had a difficult time putting this into terms of
what that meant in terms of infrastructure or projects and just said if they have more
money they are more developed. Some tribes, such as the Akha tribe, had and easier time
answering this because they said they would like things like electricity for their village.
However, if all the basics of infrastructure were already in place (water, electricity, paved
entry road, and access to cooking fuel) they could not think of other physical things and
would just say ‘more money’. Another difficulty in asking this question is this odd
culture around the lottery here. Any time I ask how they would do this then and make
more money, everyone whether it was someone from the hill tribes or government
officials in town would say “to win the lottery”.
Again, hill tribes also do not tend to think or plan far into the future, so it is
difficult to ask questions of what they want for their children or village in coming years.
They rarely think of anything past a year out, so generally they just want a good crop or
to win the lottery. Education is becoming more important however and seven of the
MlaBri children went to a boarding school in the province north of Phrae. If they were to
stay in the village, school is generally not their first priority. Children often skip to help
earn money or work in the fields and on average drop out after elementary already having
missed a great deal of those school days. In going to a boarding school they do not have
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that option to be pulled out of school to help in the fields and have a far better chance of
continuing on in school and doing well.
There are multiple challenges Thailand still faces in its ED progress however
overall I would say the people I talked with were optimistic and happy with the current
ED initiatives. As for the issue of corruption, I somewhat unsurprisingly found that is
deeply engrained and part of everyday life in Thailand. The government has been
working diligently to counter this problem however progress is slow. Recently the Head
of the Department of Social Development and Welfare stepped down from his position
due to a national scandal that was uncovered of massive corruption and money
laundering from government funds. It was an intern who leaked the information after she
was left alone to work on cases far above the responsibility she was supposed to be
assigned with while the rest of the officers went out to a fancy dinner party. It was found
that the official along with 270 other officials of various levels had been pocketing
money that was meant for welfare in underprivileged areas. This went unnoticed for so
long due to the cash nature of the welfare system in Thailand. When welfare is given out
the recipient simply signs a document (or uses a fingerprint if they cannot write) to
document receiving it and that is the only confirmation needed. The intern was told to put
fake signatures on these documents saying the locals had received it and then the officials
would pocket the money. She found this unacceptable and broke the story soon
afterward.
On that note, this does show the strong and true intentions of the government to
actually curb corruption. In the past she probably would have been in trouble or even
disappeared for making a government agency lose face and negatively speaking about
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officials. This took a great deal of initiative and strength for the girl to tell her story and
her risk paid off. She was regarded as a hero and thanked for her integrity by the
government. After this scandal, the government has increasingly pushed for the welfare
system to become completely automated. As with many agencies, this rids the entire
system of cash transactions and does not rely on human integrity to complete tasks. The
hill tribes are now being asked to open bank accounts so all funds can be directly
deposited. This way all money can easily be traced and no cash is entrusted to local
agencies. This system is not perfect, as corruption has found ways around this, however it
has improved it immensely. Since the news broke the scandal, the head official of the
Department of Social Development and Welfare in Bangkok has since committed suicide
before any trials could take place.
I am very optimistic about the future of local-level ED of Thailand. Locals
proudly support the government projects and the government shows enthusiasm in
protecting tradition and cultures of tribes while still helping them develop. Though Thais
are not one to express emotions, I felt within the community that they appreciated my
efforts to understand their culture and learn from them. Whether it was a kind smile or
gesture from a lady in the market, a stranger simply having drinks in the same bar, or
even just someone passing by me on the road, I truly had an entire community looking
after me and keeping me safe whether I was aware of it or not. In sharing this I do not
mean to imply that I was more important or special in anyway, but rather I hope to
portray how the communalistic culture and exceedingly kind people of Phrae were able to
make someone so completely different from their own, somehow feel at home and part of
their community.
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As previously mentioned, the nuances of Thai culture it is hard to put into words.
The Thai greeting to ask ‘How are you?’ of คุณสบายดีไหม (Sabaii dee mai) not only
asks about one’s day but literally translates to ‘Are you happy?’ The communal
happiness is viewed more important than the individuals and Phrae people prioritize the
welfare of the community as a whole. When I originally arrived in Thailand, admittedly
like many others I had self-rewarding goals in mind. Never did I expect to fall so much in
love with a tiny Thai town in the mountains jungles of the north. I made everlasting
bonds and gained a new home and community with those kind Phrae people I now call by
family names. Likewise, when I began this research I had a somewhat self-rewarding
mindset that I would be able to return to Thailand with my vast knowledge and help them
learn about development. Never have I been so wrong. The programs and development
strategies implemented throughout Thailand far exceeded my wildest expectations. Not
only is Thailand addressing development, but they also have declared an official war
against poverty focusing on those in the lowest income areas. Thailand has faced its
history of economic inequality and has wholeheartedly implemented immediate policies
to address the issue.
Opinions of government, politics, or policy aside, in my judgment based on my
research findings Thailand is far surpassing those of us in the Western ‘developed’ world
when it comes to improving the lives of its citizen. Without exception, participants from
every interview conducted all agreed that their lives were far better today than they were
ten years ago. Making all the more appropriate today, the Thai phrase and greeting asking
“Are you happy?” of Sabaii dee mai.
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